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Ang er over
dorm deci sion

By R. S~ott Nelson
At a meeting last night,
students, faculty and alumni
upset over UNH President
Gordon Haaland's site choice
for the new 600-bed student
housing facility discussed their
grievances and considered options for overturning the decision.
Much of the discussion centered on dissatisfaction with the
process Haaland used to arrive
at his decision to pick the
housing site, which is located
behind A-lot, west of the railroad tracks.
Haaland's choice, yet to be
approved by the UNH Board
of Trustees, is against the
recommendation s of the Ad Hoc
Site Review Committee, which
he created in October to research
the issue.
Many of the approximately
35 people in attendance were
associated with the UNH Equestrian Program. The site Haaland
chose would force a rerouting
of the program's cross-country
course.
Nancy Duel, professor of
animal science at UNH, said
Haaland'.s overriding of the
committee he created is the
primary reason people should
fight his decision.
"Forget the cross-country
course," Duel said. "It's a dead
issue now. We need to focus on
Gordon Haaland' s ignoring the
committee process.''
Amy Dickens, a trainer in the
UNH animal science department, also said she was angry
at Haaland' s actions.
"When people threatened to
picket last October, he gave us
this committee process,"
Dickens said. "I never thought
for a minute that after the
committee had 'made its decision, he would go against it."
"It astounds me that this one
man is steamrolling over the
whole process," Dickens added.
"What Gordon Haaland- has
really done by bypassing this
process is to slap us in the face."
According to Dickens, Haaland never took the committee

process seriously, setting a poor
example for UNH students.
"He just went ahead with the
location he had in mind in the
first place," Dickens said. "His
constant dictatorship prevents
students from having input. He
teaches students to give up."
Senior Student Senator Andrew Gamble said although
Haaland received the Ad Hoc
Committee's housing site recommedation on Dec. 15, he
purposely put off announcing
his selection until other issues,
like the recently released state
budget, would obscure it.
~:~::inr~;~fl
s~~~t:;~f::~fs
1s keepmg
all this budget stuff
the student senate busy," Garnble said. "He is a great organizational psychologist, able to
divide and conquer."
UNH alumnus Cindy Hayden
said although persuading the
board of trustees to reject Haaland' s site choice will not be
easy, it is important that an
attempt be made.
"It is going to be difficult to
change this because of the way
this university operates," Hayden said, "but we should do it,
if for nothing else, for the
principle."
Hayden said the best way
people can effect a change is by
contacting Haaland, the board
of trustees and the media.
"I don't think you can underestimate the value of writing
letters," Hayden said. "Once
people know there is a concern,
it gets the ball rolling."
"I think students have to
realize the power you have,"
Hayden added. "It's your university."
Dickens stressed, Haaland's
decision is still subject to approval by the board of trustees.
"That's a big step," she said.
Duel said people must move
quickly if there is to be any
chance of the site selection being
changed.
"If you don't take action on
this issue immediately, like in
the next 48 hours, it's going to
die," Duel said.

TKE fraternity has been placed under suspension for five years by the University Conduct
System. (file photo)

TKE fratern1·ty s· uspe nded
.
.
occurred. He said the fraternity
By Kathleen Haley
Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) has made positive changes since
fraternity will not be recognized then, and did not believe current
as a university organization for · members should have to answer
the next five years unless_t~~y for the mistakes of ,past
successfully appeal a dec1s10n members.
"I liken it to getting blamed
that was made by the University
for something your father did,"
Conduct Board on Wednesday.
TKE faced a hearing of the said Marc Schmidt, treasurer
Student Organizations Commit- of TKE.
The second charge involved
tee of the Conduct Board to
answer charges concerning an incident that happened last
alcohol-related violations, said semester, Hill said. It was also
and alcohol-related charge.
TKE President Chris Hill.
nd
rd
Garthwaite said that the
Garthway
Acco ing to Ci
ite, judicial action officer of the second charge would not norConduct Board, the committee mally have received such harsh
that heard the case consisted punishment, but in the light of
·
· 1auons,
of two faculty members, two ot h er v10
the suspension
staff members, and four stu- was given.
"We were on no probation
dents, three of whom were
Greek system members. They going into this," Hill said. "We
decided to suspend TKE from were on a clean slate."
Hill also cited the progress
campus for five years.
One of the charges TKE faced the fraternity has made in
concerned a violation that oc- becoming a community servicecurred in December 1987, ac- oriented organization. They
cording to Hill. The university were named the most improved
put a waiver on the violation chapter for Red Cross Blood
and did not take action on it until Drives and have been active in
now, 14 months after the inci- a Toys for Tots program to
benefit seacoast children.
dent, Hill said.
The fraternity was charged
"We've been doing these
with a Class B Felony by the
state for that incident and great things and they weren't
received a $5,000 fine in addi- even interested," he said.
Many of the fraternities and
tion to another $20,000 sussororities, as well as the Intra
pended fine.
Hill was not a member of the Fraternity Council and the Panfraternity when that incident hellenir Council_sent Jette.rs of

I

commendation to TKE and the
conduct board officials, lauding
the improvements that the
fraternity has made recently.
"We have pages and pages
of support from the community," Hill said.
Members of many fraternities
and sororities wore black armbands on Thursday in protest
of the decision. A rally in front
of Thompson Hall has been
planned for next Thursday.
"The IFC regrets the action
since the loss of any house hurts
the strength of the Greek system," said Ian Ide, public relations chairperson of the IFC.
The IFC has not endorsed the
rally planned for next Thursday.
TKE has the right to petitio·n
for an appeal within five days
of the decision, according to
Garthwaite. The petition is
reviewed by an appeals board
comprised of two students, one
faculty and one staff member.
If the board finds an irregularity
in the original hearing the
appeal will be approved. If no
problems are found with the
original hearing, no appeal
hearing will be granted.
Hill could not comment on
his plans to appeal the decision.
Mike Sciola, adviser of the
Greek system, was unavailable
for comment on the decision.
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South Afri~an journalists fhainf .Maz~ai .(1) _;and Joe Thloloe (r) spoke out against censorship
·
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By Michelle Keyworth
Being a journalist in South
Africa is one monumental hazard.
Two South African journalists delivered this message last
night at a forum on censorship
in their country.
Over 200 people listened to
Joe Thloloe and Thami Mazwai
describe apartheid, and the
condition of the media, in a
country where 5 million whites
control 26 million blacks.
Thloloe is the deputy editor
of theSowetan, the largest black
daily newspaper in South Africa.
Mazwai is the senior assistant
editor.
.Thloloe defined apartheid,
literally "apa_rtness," as a "separation of people by race." _

When apartheid was instituted
in 1948, said Thloloe, it "merely
codified what had been practiced
before."
Apartheid is perpetuated by
the educational system, said
Thloloe, which spends more
th<!,t five times as much money
on white children than on black
children. Under this structure,
Thloloe said, "whites will be
ruling forever and ever. This
is what apartheid is."
Thloloe's main concern, however, is censorship that prevents
journalists from publishing
information, which may create
"unrest." The problem, he
says,"is that the media has not
told ... the story of the insidious
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Studen ts at UNH spilling their guts about course s
By Mike Olliver
When one hears the term gut
course, a few classes immediate1y pop into mind; the very
popular Food an_d People, the
elementary languages, Animal
Science 401, and until recently,
most of the 400 level general
education cla~ses.
"It is one. that ·, only has a
mid-term and a frnal, neither
of which are cumulative, plus
the professor doesn't take attendance," explained Gary Anderson, a freshman.
"A gut course is a course you
have to take," said William Allis,
a. junior at UNH. "It doesn't
have to be easy, but that could
be a stipulation. It could also
be a course that you have to take
for your major."
These are only two definitions of gut courses. There were
some general components
agreed upon by students, such
as the course has to be easy, with
minimal work, but many students supplied different
answers.
"It's one that I get· a good
grade in," said John DeAnna,
a sophomore.
"Chemistry," said Carol Kadlec, a sophomore.
"Not criminology," replied
another student, who wishes to
remain anonymous.
"A basic course," stated Paul
Gildersleeve, a sophomore.
"A course that I do minimal
work in every other week," said
another anonymous student.
When asked for his definition,John Kirkpatrick, associate
dean of Liberal Arts said, quite
simply, "there · are not gut
courses at UNH."
Apparently there are some
students who believe there are
I

gut courses.
One student asked that The
New Hampshire wait until he
graduated to print an article on
this subject.
"Then you can do whatever
you want," he said emphatically.
He was afraid that he would
lose his chance to take those
courses many of his friends
claimed were easy.
Many students refused to
divulge information for this
article. Colleagues threatened
not to speak to me .if today's
issue of The New Hampshire
exposed those courses they
wanted to take in order to boost
their "cum." as being "gut
courses."
Kirkpatrick, Marc Schwarz,
director of the University Advising Center and -Neil Lubow,
interim associate vice president
of academic Affairs, all agreed
that the term "gut" may not be
applicable to any course at
UNH, because each student has
different capabilities.
Schwarz said he felt that
while one student may find a
certain course especially easy,
another may find it to be challenging, and not do as well as
the other.
"Are they (gut courses) out
there? I don't know," asked
Lubow. "Sometimes a course
gets a reputation as being easy."
Lubow said he believes that
this is a "confused standard
among students."
He claimed that in order to
do a thoroughly accurate study
university-wide, a survey of "all
10,000 students" would need
to be undertaken by a university
organization.
Lubow said he is interested
in finding out more about what_

courses students thought were ,
easy and why.
"We wouldn't want to gr...Lnt
academic credit for a class that ·
didn't merit any such cred~t,"
Lubow said.
Lubow claimed that since he
has taken his position, he has
never heard a student complain
to him that she/he was dissatisfied with a course because it
was too much work.
Until he took his new position two years ago, Lubow was
a professor in the philosophy
department, which he joined
in the early 1970' s.
He said he has been at the
school long enough to know that
with students, "the more you
demand from them, the more
you get out of them."
"A few years ago, I taught an
honors logic course, where out
of 20 students, all but one
received A's at the end of the
semester," Lubow said. "Is that
supposed to mean that it's a gut
course?"
He said he believes that if a
professor demands less from
the students in his/her class,
the students will definitely jump
on the chance to do not work,
and they, in turn, will not get
as much out of the class as they
could have.
"If they were offered a fouryear diploma for doing absolutely nothing, would students take
it?" Lubow wanted to know. "It
would be interesting to hear
what they had say."
Gut courses are "all a matter
of perception," according·_ to
Kirkpatrick.
"An English major might find
calculus harder than a physical_ Crowded classes have been a staple of "gut courses.,,
GUT,page7
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NEWS IN. BRIEF
Freighter sinks,
killing 17 on board

Drug profits linked
to LA jewe')ry stores

A Panamanian-registe red freighter hauling a
load of salt to Iceland capsized and sank in violent
seas Wednesday, killing all 17 crew members, the
coast guard said. Ships, rescue planes and helicopters
struggled in vain to aid the Japanese-owned, 2,625ton Sescil Angola, which sank 350 miles west of
Scotland. Squadron Leader Bob Conolly of the Royal
Air Force said crew members may have died because
they waited too long to abandon ship.

Wednesday federal authorities charged 34 persons
with laundering more than $500 million in cocaine
profits through several jewerly stores. Five persons
were arrested, authorities said. The charges were
contained in two complaints filed in US District
Court. The complaints allege that jewerly outlets
in Los Angeles hid the money-laundering by creating
false invoices for large shipments ot gold and
transferring large amounts of gold among themselves.

Retarded man freed
after years in asylum
A retarded man mistakenly held for 32 years in
a mental hospital gained new freedom yesterday
after a judge ruled that he can live in a less-restrictive
setting if he wears an electronic monitoring device.
Bernt Murphy, 51 years old of Utah, was
committed to the ·state hospital near Provo after
the rape and beating of a 5-year-old girl in 1957.
Mr. Murphy was found incompetent to stand trial.
The Utah Supreme Court rnled in June that Mr.
Murphy must be freed from the hospital because
he was mistakenly ruled insane by a judge in 1957.
Judge Pat Brian of State District Court ordered
Mr. Murphy transferred to a halfway house, on
the edge of hospital property. He will be allowed
to come and go in the day but must report back
each night.
Mr. Murphy, who is believed to have the mental
capacity of an 8-year-old, cried when he heard the
decision.

"Diff'rent Strokes"
star pleads innoc_ ent
"Diff'rent Strokes" star Todd Bridges, already
jailed on an attempted murder charge, pleaded
innocent to armed robbery in another case involving
an alleged confrontation with his car repairman.
Bridges entered the plea Tuesday in Los Angeles
County Municipal Court and a preliminary hearing
was scheduled for March 23. The actor remained
in jail without bail on an attempted murder charge
filed in another case.
The latest charge stems from a Jan. 23 incident
in which he allegedly pulled a gun and took his
BMW automobile from a repairman without paying
the nearly $500 repair charge.
"The person we believe to be Bridges took his
car to the place to be repaired and, instead of paying
took the car away at gunpoint," said Deputy District
Attorney Patti Ryan.
·
Bridges, who played Willis Jackson on TV's
"D~ff'rent Strokes," had pleaded innocent to charges
he shot Kenneth Clay five times at an inner-city
drug den on Feb.3. Clay survived and identified
Bridges as the attacker.

Ex-sheriff sues
makers of film
A former Mississippi sheriff Wednesday said
he sued the makers of the movie "Mississippi
Burning" for $8 million because "they have done
me terrible harm and they ought to face up to it."
"Every body all over the South knows the one they
have playing the sheriff in that movie is referring
to me," said Lawrence Rainey, 65, who on Tuesday
filed a libel suit against Orion Pictures in federal
court in Meridian. The movie, which has received
seven Academy Award nominations, is based on
the 1964 slayings of three civil rights workers in
Neshoba County. Rainey was sheriff at the time.

Health official fired
The town of Easthampton's Board of Health
chairman has been fired for allegedly threatening
to have an arbitrary health inspection conducted
at a pizza parlor that refused to make a pizza for
him. Easthampton selectman voted 3-2 Tuesday
night to discharge Board of Health chairman Joseph
P. Santaniello after a two-hour disciplinary hearing.
The decision resulted from allegations by James
Pascoe, owner of the Pizza House restaurant, who
filed a police complaint against Santaniello on Jan.
-20. The complaint charged that Santaniello
threatened on that day to call an inspection after
Pascoe said Santaniello still owed money for a
previous pizza he had ordered but nc.·, _;::- paid for.
Santaniello said he is considering an appeal of the
action.
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Puttin g AIDS in perspe ctive
By Karen Hamilton
Sitting and talking with John
you wouldn't think someone so
sincere and open could possibly
be dying.John doesn't even look
like he has AIDS.
John spoke Wednesday night
in Fairchild Hall and on Tuesday
in Smith Hall as part of UNH's
sexuality week. The title of the
program was entitled "Sexuality
After AIDS, A personal Perspective."
On a Friday, about a year ago,
John went to his doctor because
he had a dull ache in his side.
His doctor told him it was his
spleen, but that he would be
alright.
By that next Thursday he was
in the hospital with pneumonia
and he tested positive for the
Human Immunodefici~ncy Vi-

John said he is angry about
a lot of things, especially the
slow process of educating people
about AIDS.
"When there was the Tylenol
scare, it took the government
four days and spent millions of
dollars to take action."
Statistics on AIDS have been
around since 1981 or 1982 and,
John said, he has practiced safe
sex since information has been
made available, but before that
no one knew about the disease.
People still do not know
enough about AIDS, John said,
and people still think they can't
get it.
He said even he was "freaked
out and didn't want to go near
anyone" when AIDS first became known.
Sex now is "weird," John said,
in the sense it is not the same
as it was before.
"I look for intimacy, not sex. Mary Nehs, a speaker rrom tretanci, dtscussc · t pouucat
People are so fixated on having state of Northern Ireland in the MUB on Tuesday. (Sharon
sex. Anyone can have sex, but Donovan photo)
.
not everyone can have intimacy."
John described intimacy as
him to reconsider his resignation. He said he sat down with spending quality time with
two Globe editors and "we someone; something he says
hashed things out for about an people, especially college stuhour ... I'm really satisfied with dents, do not take the time to By :Elyse Decker
ness concerning the gross indo.
the way it came out."
with justices that the Catholics have
littered
was
life
your
If
intensity
an
has
he
says
John
he
as
run
will
column
The
obstacles barring your progress been suffering for the past 60
originally submitted it, with one now that he never had before.
"I don't take things for grant- towards a decent life, a good years, since Northern Ireland
change. Merton said he rewrote
anymore. You can't believe education, a job and religious unwillingly fell under British
ed
the first paragraph, in part
to do rule as a result of the Anglo because three weeks had passed that there will be tomorrow. equality, you would want
Irish Treaty of 1923.
it.
about
something
you
when
that
know
don't
You
and partly because the column
The British are an everyday
somedoing
is
Nelis,
Mary
walk out the door you won't get
needed a better introduction.
thing about the plight of her fixture on the Irish landscape.
flattened by a bus."
There is one soldier for every
If there had been a weakness
John says he wants to do people, the Irish Catholics.
For the past two weeks she 69 people to fight the constant
in the column, he said, it was everrything before his time is
that people wouldn't know what up, but in the process you can has been traveling in the United unrest of the Irish in the north.
According to a pamphlet on
States speaking to universities,
was going on. The new first drive yourself crazy.
Ireland, the state w~s
Northern
groups
interest
groups,
social
paragraph explains the piece
just
you
"The stress can kill
and "anyone who will have" her.
better, said Merton.
IRISH, page 9
AIDS, page 13
Merton said his primary point
English Professor Andrew
Her goal is to heighten awareMerton (Sharon Donovan photo) of contention was for them to
run the column. While he deBy Jay Kumar
UNH Professor Andrew Mer- dined to go into any details of
the discussion, he said, "I feel
ton, who resigned as a Bo st on more secure than I did before.
Globe columnist three weeks The rules of the game are By Bryan Alexander
"It is the most important terrorist factions of the PenIn-fighting and compartmen- counter-terrorist victory the tagon are so boggled with other
ago, will be returning to th e probably clearer to ·all of us."
newspaper's "New Hampshire
tal competirion in the Pentagon U.S. has had in the last decade," factions that they render themRichard Gulla, of the Globe's are the greates-t hindrances to said Emerson, "There has been s~lves impotent.
Weekly" section with this SunEmerson said the White
public relations department, fighting terrorism, U.S. News one major success and, unforday's issue.
House had also screwed up the
Merton originally resigned said, "This was an unfortunate and World Report reporter tunately, lots of failures."
because the Globe refused to run misunderstanding." He also Steve Emerson told a crowd of
The failures started with anti-terrorist effort after the
his column entitled "Surreal declined to go into any details, 40 in the Strafford Room of the President Jimmy Carter's at- October 1983 bombing of the
Tribute to Salvador Dali," which saying, "He's back, we're happy MUB yesterday.
tempted rescue of the hostages Marine barracks in Lebanon.
described New Hampshire cur- to have him back and we're
Emerson said there has been in Iran. The bungled operation The Pentagon had sent in a five
rent events in terms of the late going to go from here."
a 11).ajor accent on fighting led to the death of eight service- member commando team to
Merton added, "I was plea- terrorism in the ~overnment men.
look for alternative ways to
surrealist painter. Merton said
then that the Globe felt the sandy surprised and touched by over the past ten years, but only
Emerson said the Pentagon retaliate against the attack.
He said within three weeks
column wasn't "suitable" for - the number of people in the one major victory has been thought the CIA had not proUniversity community who scored-the arrest and preper- vided the necessary support for the team had identified the
New Hampshire readers.
Merton said the Globe called __ expressed regret that the co- ation of a trial for an interna- the operation. He said they perpetrators. They had even
him back nine days later, asking lumn was gone."
vowed to become more inde- - identified the garage where the
tional terrorist.
pendent. But with this inde- bomb had been built. The compendence has come arguements mandos hc1 ·eturned with 12
as to who should take the reins ways to retai .... t~
"It was a phenomenal piece
and when.
The Pentagon was given the of intelligence," said Emerson.
The team waited for a call to
opportunity to work in 1981
when GeneralJames Dozier was go through with the ·m ission,
taken hostage by the Red Bri- said Emerson. But one never
gade in Italy. Emerson said the came.
"The President (Reagan) and
urgent mission to rescue him
was delayed because high rank- the Secretary of Defense had
ing Pentagon officials were elected not to retaliate against
literally fist fighting over ques- the terrorists," said Emerson.
"Why? I can't even tell you why.
tions of turf.
"For literally three weeks," The President said, 'You can run
said Emerson, "not one finger but you can't hide,' but that was
was lifted to help General just empty rhetoric."
"I attribute absence of retaDozier."
When they finally got their liation to the failure of nerve,"
act together, they sent a com- Emerson added.
Emerson said he believes the
mando squad into Italy. Emerson said they relied on help from press plays an important role
the supernatural to find the in checking the excesses of the
government. Despite criticism
general.
"They were so desperate to he argued that the freedom of
learn the position of General the press has strengthened the
Dozier," said Emerson, "that country.
But he said that reporters and
they had to turn to (hundreds
·
of) psychics."
EMERSON, page 11
He said the structure of antiSeaside photo
rus (HIV), the virus which
causes aquired immune deficiency (AIDS).
Accord.i ng to a pamphlet
published by the American
College Health Association,
AIDS is a breakdown of the
body's defense system, producing susceptibility to certain
diseases. People with the fullblown form of AIDS suffer from
unusual, life threatening infections and/ or rare forms of
cancer. The largest group of
people infected with the AIDS
virus, however, are not currently
ill.
Because AIDS can take up to
ten years to detect, John said,
you can not be sure the people
you sleep with now do not have
AIDS because they do not know
themselves.

Profes sor gets
colum n back

SiJ:.;~;~,~

Northe rn Ireland,
a home of hatred

Terror ists beat govern ment
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NTBESPO T
· How do you feel aho.u t the free c·o ndoms given out by Health Services.
and the Student Senate in the last issue of The New Hampshire ?

nI thought it was a good idea,
except for the fact mine had a
staple through it."

"I think it was a good idea to
make people feel less squeamish
about the necessities of life. It
should make for an interesting
weekend."

Krys Otto

Mike Rose

Sophomore

''I feel the information sheet was
good because people read it. Yet,
I heard people bad a hard time
getting hold of the issue because
some people were taking stacks
of them."

"It is a great idea. Now the
students don't have an excuse
as to why they do not use a form
of birth control."

Jim Bagely

D.C.E.

Senior

Political Sci.

Matt Mayberry

W.S.B.E.

Senior
Political Sci.

Econ.

Monday - Thursday 7:00 am - 10:00 pm

r---Fridav 7:00 am -7:00 p m - - - ,

t
§

A-Lor Shelter

:20

Barton Hall
Rt. 155A/Service Garage
Rt. 155A/Leavitt Center
Data General Lot
Rt. 155A/Leavitt Center
Rt. 155A/Service Garage
Child Care Center*
Mast & Spinney Rds. ·
Barton Hall
A-Lot Shelter
UAC
T-Hall
Hetzel Hall
C-Lot
McConnell/Hitchcock Halls
Parsons/Kingsbury Halls
James Hall
A-Lot Shelter

:21
·23
:24
;26
:28 :29
:31
:33
:34
:35

:00

:10

:02
:04
:05
:06
:07
:08
:10

:12
:14
:15
:16
:17
:18
:20

I
§
§§

I
I
§
§

:37
:40
:42
:44
:45
:46
:47
:48
:50

:50
:52
:54
:55
:56
:57
:58
:00

*Child Care Stop operates 7:00 am - 6:00 pm

EFFECTIVE FEB. 20th
Sunday 7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Inner Loop
:50
:40
:20
:10
_Leaves A-Lot
(Stopping at T-Hall, Hetzel, C-Lot, McConnell, Parsons,James and A-Lot ONLY)

I

_I t '

I
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Man protests firing at T-Han ·[CAI!WD AR
By Todd Paquette

A trim, 50-year-old man in
a red and gray bathing suit
stands under the flagpole in
front of Thompson Hall. The
temperature hovers around 10
degrees this Friday, Feb. 10. His
toes are purple and a noose
dar:igles around his neck. His
body shakes as he holds up a sign
that reads "Would someone
help me please."
Two police cars arrive on the
scene and the officers try to get
the man down and bring him
to the county jail.
"Come down from there," a
Health Service represenative
pleads.
'Tm staying here until 12:00,
I'm a man of my word. I don't
lie," replied Richard St. Jean.
St. Jean has given a new
meaning to President Haaland' s
freeze on hiring permanent
employees. St. Jean was fired
from his job as dishwasher in
Stillings Hall,J an. 17 just a week
short of the job evaluation
marking the end of his probationary period and the beginning of his permanent employment.
According to St. Jean he was
fired for poor job performance,
as stated on his termination
letter. But, he added, that he was
working as fast as he could.
St. Jean maintains that a
previous job evaluation was
excellent. He has had medical
problems which necessitated
a hernia operation. A four to
six week sick leave was recommended by his own doctor, and
during this time Richard can
not get unemployment and may
not be able to get workers
compensation.
St. Je~n claims that 250 lbs.
of pans that fell on his back from
a defective trolley precipitated
a verbal warning from his
supervisor. Then, on the following day he was terminated.
St. Jean said he is a victim of
circumstance, and was fired for
no just cause.
"I was told to go through the
system to take care of this, and
was flushed out," St. Jean said.
He claims that he has less
than $250 and is behind on all
of his bills. He cannot afford
to repair his car, forcing him
to walk to his job in Durham
from his home in Newmarket.
'If you can't stand up for your
values in this country then I
don't want to live here," St. Jean
said.
A crowd gathers around the
half naked St. Jean.
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WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women's Network
Breakfast: "Beyond Virginia Slims - New Ways of Looking
at Women's History. Hiilsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB,
8-9 a.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women's Resource
Fair. Discover the services _and organizations UNH offers
to women on campus. Hillsborough/Sullivan room, MUB,
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES - Drew Christie (UNH,
Philosophy), "John Roemer and the Perils of Formalism:
The Wrong Turn into Social Choice Theory." Room 206,
McConnell, noon to 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Workshop for Faculty
on Connected Teaching and Collaborative Learning.
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 1:30-3 p.m.
ALL HALL VALENTINE'S BALL - Seminformal, band
and dinner. Sheraton Hotel, Portsmouth. Bus leaves T·
Hall 5 p.m.
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE- Featuring Scott Chesney and
Lee Anne Fenner. Free entertainment and food. Devine
Hall, 8 p.m.
UNH THEATER - "Baby With the Bathwater" Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Connected Teaching
and Collaborative Learning; New Voices on CamJ>us," Jill _
Tarule, Keynote Speaker. Granite State Room, MUB, 8 _.,,
p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Vermopt. Field House, l pm
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Boston College. Snively Arena,
7 pm
REGGAE FEST- Plate O'Shrimp, One World and Shy Five.
Granite State Room, MUB, 8 pm, students $6, general $10.
Tickets at MUB Tisket Office, 862-2290.
UNH THEATER - "Baby With The Bathwater." Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 pm.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26

FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Nicholas Orovich,
trombone, Ruth Edwards, piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
Arts, 3 pm
MUSO FILM - "Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory."
Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9: 30 pm, students $1, general

$2.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING - Learn dances from
around the world. Teaching and request dancing; beginners
welcome; no partner necessary. Room 104, New Hampshire
Hall, 7:30-10 pm, free.
/

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Mothers, Families
and Parenting. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 1011 am.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women's Athletics
in Academia. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB 11:30
am to 1 pm.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women and SelfEsteem. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 2:30-4:30
pm
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28

Students explore homopho bia

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women Operating
Staff Support Group. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUff,
noon to 1 pm

By Mike Gerbino
Does the sight of two women
walking about campus hand in
hand cause you to lose your
composure?
Is the word fag or dyke a part
of your everyday vernacular?
Then maybe "Homophobia
Explored;' another presentation geared towards promoting
sexual awareness, was meant
for you.
Cooper Thompson, a sex
educator who makes appearances at numerous institutions
throughout New England, gave
his own definiton of the term
"homophobia" Tuesday night
at Dimond library.
"My definition has three

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM ~ Dare I Disturb the
Universe. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, noon to
1pm

people have of others perceiving
them as homsexual individuals."
Thompson conducted the
presentation in a workshop
fashion with Liz Heron, a lesbian who has spoken at several
dormitories on campus about
the homosexual lifestyle. But
Tuesday night 's presentation
was organized to inform the
approximately 30 pres~nt about
the nature of homophobia.
Thompson began the workshop by laying down several
ground rules for the meeting
which incL,ded "no sharing of
your sexual orientation unless
you are -gay or lesbian," and
"there is no such thing as a
stupid question."
He then distributed a blank
components," Thompson said.
" Fear and hatred of lesbians card to each listener subsequent
and gay men, harassment at to having everyone form a circle
people who are perceived to be around the room. Those receivgay men or lesbains, and the fear _ ing cards wrote down any ques-

/
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been

hohling his own protest on the lawn
Richard- St. Jean has
of T-Hall. (Emily Kelemen p1!_oto)
"Why don't you take them to ment Employment Manager
Samuel Waugh confirmed that
court?" a supporter asks.
"I don't want to take them St. Jean had been fired from a
to court, but I will if I don't get good working environment.
"No responsible employee
justice. We can't let something
ever does a thing like this(prolike this just go away."
St. Jean tried to get help from test)," Waugh said.
When pressed for more inlawyers, but they want to mortformation, Human Resources ·
gage his house for their fees.
"Why don't you just get a new said that St. Jean files were
confidential and would not
job?"
"Cause I'm 50 years old," St. comment as to why he was fired. _
Jean asked. "It's hard to start
St. Jean continued his outdoor
over at 50 if you have just been vigil on Monday, Feb 13. He
performance.
job
poor
for
let go
started off fully dressed, then
When you're young you can every day after he will remove
brush off your pants and try one article of clothing and
again. Employers expect a young protest 15 minutes longer than
person to make mistakes."
the previous day.
When asked about being
"The 60's are back, It's time·
arrested or about his own health
he simply said that everything to protest for your rights, " said
St . J ean.
has its price.
He also said he is not too sure
"People in T-Hall call the
police so that I don't get hurt what he hopes to accomplish,
on university property," St. Jean but St.Jean hopes that President
Haaland will review the case
said.
St. Jean said that if the police and perhaps give him his job
have to come for him again he back.
If he doesn't get the job back
will be r-aken into protective
custody. If the police have to t~n St. Jean knows that he has
come a second time, then St. gone as far through the system
Jean will be put into protective as he can.
"Mr. Haalanct wants to cut
custody and given psychiatric
the UNH budget, instead he cuts
treatment.
Human Resources depart- ..me," St. Jean said.

tions or concerns they may have
had about homosexuality, and
gave them back to Thompson
who later redistributed them
at random to be read aloud.
The workshop consisted of
about 20 minutes worth of small
group discussion, with all people
separated according to gender.
Thompson instructed all groups
to dwell on any childhood experiences that may have produced information relating ,to
homosexuality. Both Thompson
and Heron offered suggestions
for beginning group discussion.
"Think of any time when you
may have done something
gender-inappropriate as a child,
Heron stated. "For instance,
when I was a little girl I used
to get reprimanded for playing
tackle football."
Thompson stressed the misuse of many expressions by

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Alcohol, Women and
Sex on Campus. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 45:300 pm
GERMAN FILM SERIES - "Der junge Torleb." Room 4,
Horton, 6:45 _p_m
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE OF
STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 8621524 FOR FORMS & DEADLINES.
small children.
"Think about the first time
you heard the words queer,
faggot, or dyke," he said. "Did
you know what they meant?"
How to overcome homophobia was a major concern for
the majority of the groups.
Thompson addressed this problem after the discussion groups
dispersed.
"Homophobia is such a part

of society, it is difficult to
overcome," Thompson stated.
"Ir's just like racism."
Thompson went on to say
that the most successful way to
deal with homophobia is to
come face to face with a gay or
lesbian. He explained that homophobia varies with culture,
some accepting homosexuality
PHOBIA, page 10
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OTICES
ACADEMIC
FREE TUTORING: Marston House has tutors
for various subjects, all semester, 862-4428 or 8624429.
STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES & INTERNSHIPS: Representative of American Institute
for Foreign Study will speak on Study Abroad
opportunities and Internships overseas. Friday,
February 24, Forum Room, Diamond Library, 2
to 3:30 p.m.

LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Discuss common
issues, experiences and problems in a friendly,
confidential atmosphere. Tuesdays, Resorce Room,
Health Services, 8:30 pm:
FBI CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Sponsored by
the Justice Studies Program. Bob Gardner, Representative for the Federal Bureau of Investigation
will be here to discuss job descriptions and
employment opportunities. Thursday, March 2nd,
Room 215 Horton, 1 to 2 pm.

HEALTH
SCJ-IOLARSHIPS: Several scholarships will be
awared to qualified graduate and undergraduate
students in the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, including the Thompson School of
Applied Science, for the 1989-90 academic year.
Application materials are available in departmental
offices and the Dean's Office (201 Taylor Hall).
Deadline for completed applications is March 21.

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Every Tuesday,
Conference Room, second floor, Health Services,
1-2 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open to AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services, noon to 1 p.m.

DEADLINE FOR UROP UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH AW ARDS: Applications must be
si:bmitted to UROP, Hood House 209, by Friday,
March 3.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 pm.

GENERAL

MEETINGS

FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic tax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for this
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 to 10:30 am and
6-8 pm., ca11 862-2742 for an appointment.

DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: To plan for on
campus debates, speeches and intercollegiate debate
competition. Newcomers welcome, Tuesdays,
Rockingham Room, MUB, 7 pm

GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: A non-profit retail
and pre-order food store. Quality food at affordable
prices . Open Wednesdays, 4:30 to 7:30 p .m.,
Recreation room, Hubbard Hall.

GAIA - PEOPLE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
GENERAL MEETING: To discuss plans for action
on behalf of the environment. All are welcome.
Wednesdays, Horton, Room 201, 7 pm.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Monday, February 27, 10 Pcttee Hall, 6:30 pm.

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
GOURMET DINNER I: Sponsored by Hotel
Administration students. Tickets now on sale for
"A Night in Ye Olde English Manner" seven course
gourment dinner on Friday, March 3, Granite State
Room, MUB, 6 pm, $18.95. MUB Ticket Office,
M-F 10a-4pm, 862-2290.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY GAME DINNER: Tickets
to the annual Wild Game Dinner to be held on
Saturday, April, Alumni Center, 6 pm, $7:50, 'a re
on sale in Room 3, Pettee Hall.
-WRITERS WORKSHOP : For arJyone interested
in workshopping their writing - Fiction, non-fiction,
poetry. Fridays, Non-Traditional Student Center,
1:30-3 pm.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the NonTraditional Student Center, Pettee House, noon
to 2 pm $1 per slice and some of the best company
around.
BOOK/BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Italian Club.
Used books and sweets. Wednesday, march 1, MUB
Balcony Table #1, 10 am to 3:30 pm

Non-credit courses are -free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
prompt ($) . CUFS users should tab down to
"OTHER SERVICES" on the menu and type
"TRAINING." Call 3667 to register if you do not
have access to the above. All classes are held in
Hamilton-Smith, rm. 7, unless otherwise :;tated.
Advanced WordPerfect-Macintosh (2 sessions):
This course will introduce the skills needed to create
and use macros and to use the graphics feature
of WordPerfect. Held in room 3, Hamilton Smith.
Prerequisite: WordPerfect and Intermediate
WordPerfect. Mon. Feb. 27 and Wed. Mar. 1, from
9 am - noon.

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT ACTIVITES IN THE MUB.
CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS & DEADLINES.

S. AFRICA
violence of apartheid."
"I see a spiral of violence,"
Thloloe said.
However, Thloloe said, incidents of "spontaneous violence" show there is resistance
to apartheid.
The government exercises its
control through laws that permit police to confiscate journalists' stories before they are
published, and allow police to
remove offensive newspapers
from news stands, said Mazwai.
Mazwai said, as a journalist,
he must constantly ask himself,
"Will the minister (of law and
order) approve of this?"
Thloloe laughed as he referred to the minister of law and
order.
''He knows no law; he knows
no order."
Other deterrents for journalists are two government restrictions called the police act and
the prisons act, Mazwai said.
According to these laws, if a
journalist wants to report on
the conditions of prisons, or
some act committed by the
police, he must first ask the
permission of the institution
he is writing about.
Obviously, said Mazwai, police will not admit they beat a
detainee in jail until .he died,
and prisons will not admit

(continued from page 1)
conditions in prisons, such as
Robben Island, where Mazwai
himself was detained, are atroc10us.
"If you publish it anyway, you
know you are in peril," said
Mazwai. Also, "Your newspaper
might not be there the next
day."
Throughout his speech, Mazwai repeated one phrase over
and over again; "You can't say
that."
If what he writes might
possibly signify something subversive to others, it is banned,
he said.

Thloloe maintained that how
American media treats apartheid affects South Africa considerably.
·
"Media can help," he said.
In the mid '80s, when the US
had much coverage of the atrocities of apartheid, "The (South
African) government wanted
that image off television
screens. They were particularly
worried about what overseas
people are doing about apartheid," Thloloe said.
The two journalists were
invited to UNH by People for
a Free South Africa (PFSA).
More drastic measures are - Jane Stapleton of PFSA was very
often taken against journalists, satisfied by the turnout at the
according to Mazwai. Countless forum.
She said their visit to UNH
journalists have been detained
is
"significant because people
without trial, imprisoned, or
fled the country. Mazwai said on campus don't know about
people have respect for jour- South Africa.''
nalists who have been detained,
PFSA was formed three years
because it is a sign of resistance ago when it was learned that
against apartheid.
UNH had investments in South
Both Thloloe and Mazwai Africa. When UNH div~sted,
have been detained and jailed Stapleton said the group dison numerous occasions for solved. Now, the group is together again "to bring awareextended periods.
"We know South Africa ness." Their main goal, said
would be very happy to be rid Stapleton, "is to educate."
of us," said Mazwai. Then, he
Meetings for PFSA are held
said, "they could write stories every Tuesday in Hamilton
as they believe they should be Smith Hall. _
written."

fate Forgey voices his opm1on during the spealtouf on
Wednesday held for Women's History Week. (Sharon Donovan
photo)

Speakout addresses
w<lmen's concerns
By Ishi Niyama Burdett
A women's speakout on Wednesday provided opportunities
for both men and women to
verbally address issues they felt
were of concern to women.
Topics addressed included the
UNH non-sexist language policy, rape, ste£eotyping, the
concept of male superiority, the
assertion of authority, education, pride, confrontation and·
night safety.
The women's speakout, sponsored by the UNH President's
Commission on the Status of
Women, is part of Women's
History Week. This is the ninth
year the program has been at
UNH, as part of National
Women's History Month.
As an opening topic, a woman
brought up the nature of language. She stated she was bothered by the use of the word
"guys". When people use it to
denote all people, she doesn't
feel included.
"Language is a fundamental
structure," she said, "and it
influences the way people
think."
This opening comment ignited a series of follow-up remarks.
Randy Spartichino, co-founder
of BrotherPeace, brought up the
UNH non-sexist language policy. According to Spa~tichino,
a bill will be presented to the
student senate on March 5
asking them to implement nonsexist language. He claimed the
senate, among others at UNH,
does not adhere co it.
"Most people don't even
know about the policy," Spartichino said. He thinks the bill
will cause controversy.
"It would be like using neutral
genders. It would be admitting
they're wrong," he said of the
student senate.

of an inner feeling.
"Show it, act it, demand it
everyday of your life. That's
where it has to start," she said.
Copies of the UNH nonsexist language policy may be
obtained at the women's resource fair today from 11:30 to
1:30.
"In general, I think that
Christianity is largely responsible for lots of ways people view
the roles of women in our
society," said one man. "Many
Christians have· a twisted view
of women in society ...it has to
do with not only how we live
with each other, but how we
understand or view God."
''People forget about religion
and the massive effect it has on
the way people think," he said.
Another concern was the
women's studies program. A
point was brought up that the
program is very "distinctive,"
and is set apart from the rest
of the curriculum.
One woman felt that the
department was "largely ignored, and not recognized or
appreciated." She felt it should
be called "gender studies" because that is really what it is.
Others agq:ed that men may
feel intimidated by the class. "I
think it must alienate some men
to have women studying something they ( the men) don't know
about," said a woman.
Neko Siff, a UNH student,
feels that the women's studies
class should be part of the
general education requirements.
She feels that it may make
pecple more aware.

George Yfantopulos, president of Sigma Nu fraternity,
said, "The biggest problem is
education." He suggested a
- mandatory study program about ·
Another woman mentioned women should become part of
that often professors use sexist the pledge program for fraterlanguage in their dass handouts. nities.
"Women look at fraternities
In response to the question as woman bashers and fraterof how to go about changing nities look at women as men
sexist language use, a man haters," Yfantopulos said.
In response another woman
present at the speakout felt it
was more of a private concern. felt the most important thing
If someone you know uses a was to educate children. "The
word or a phrase that offends change is going to come from
you, you should let them know. the young," she said. She said
As a result, suggesting to just we should teach our children
a few people to use non-sexist to be fair and non-sexist people.
A largely talked about issue
language will make it natural
for others to utilize non-sexist was that of safety on and offcampus. One woman said she
language, he said.
On a similar note, a woman SPEAKOUT; page 7
said non-sexist actions are more
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No plans for space
in MUB basement
By Jay Kumar
While students will eventually see something occupy the
Memorial Union Building's
vacant basement space, it won't
be for quite a while.
Eric Stites, member of the
MUB Board of Governors and
president of the Memorial Union Student Organization, said
it would be "at least two to three
years before any renovations
begin down there." He cited the
recent university system budget
cuts as a major reason for the
low priority of the basement
space.
"There's no money for the
basement," said Stites.
"The renovations would probably cost $1 million," most of
which will have to come from
outside funding , he said. But
there is a limit on outside
funding because the Alumni
Center is also competing for it.
And there is no way the money
could come from next year's
MUB budget, which was to be
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determined last night by the
MUB Board.
In an interview early yesterday afternoon, Stites said the
MUB Board would ask for the
same amount as last year, $2
million. He said the Board
would figure in $60,000 of that
money for outdoor renovations,
which are needed on the back
patio and the west side of the
building. An additional $20,000
to $30,000 would be coming out
of the MUB reserves for the
renovations, he said.
The reason for the reserves
is to keep the MUB fee down,
said Stites. "Ideally, we should
raise the MUB free this year.
But since we raised it five dollars
last year, we won't raise it at
all this year."
Meanwhile, those hoping to
see an entertainment center or
study area in the basement space
will just have to hold their
collective breath for a few years
or so.
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on Huddleston way.
A male student was taken to
Wentworth Douglas Hospital
on Saturday after he attempted
to moon someone out the window of a dorm and lost his
balance, falling through the
window.
The male was attempting to
expose himself and went
through the window, causing
deep lacerations in his rear end.
He was trans ported to the
hospital where he was given
stitches.
A non-UNH male was removed from Congreve Hall over
the weekend and told to leave
university property or he would
be arrested tor cnminal trespass.
The man was reportedly playing the piano in the lounge of
the dorm and was bothering
residents.
Police were called to Christensen Hall on Monday after
roads and grounds workers
reported having cans filled with
urine thrown at them from the
ninth floor.
None of the people responsible were located by police.
University Police and Fire
departments were called to the
loading dock on Monday where
several bags of cloth material
had been set on fire.
Police report that three or
four such incidents have occured
recently and the fires were
probably set intentionally.
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financial responsibility, by law,
to their partners if the woman
becomes pregnant.
In addition to the disproportionate impact an unwanted
pregnancy has on men and
women, the relative effectiveness and safety of various methods of birth control was a key
issue in the debate.
Prats said many forms of
birth control utilized by women,
such as the pill, the IUD, and
the diaphragm, have dangerous
side effects, unlike the primary
male device, the condom.
The pill, Prats said, can cause
headaches and chestaches, while
IUDs have been shown to lead
to sterility in some cases.
Kenney said women's contraception can be safe if a woman
consults with her physician to
find the form that is best for
her.
"I know many women who
use birth control, and none of
them have experienced anything that bad," Kenney said.
Prats argued that in addition to being completely safe, condoms are very effective in
preventing pregnancy, especially when used in conjunction
with spermicidal foams or
creams.
Prats said condoms are 90
percent effective, while diaphragms are only 81 percent.
"Condoms are more effective," Prats said, "and are easier
to carry around."

Lutzner said, "You're assuming all men use condoms effectively. What if he is drunk?"
Prats said in the event a man
is drunk, he still has to take
responsibility for his actions.
At least in that case, Prats said,
condoms can be used at the spur
of the moment, unlike most
female forms of birth control.
After the debate, questions
and comments were fielded
from the audience of about 20
people.
One female UNH student in
the audience said equal responsibility is essential in sexual
relationships of any kind.
"Two forms of birth control
should be used, possibly one in
the hands of each partner," she
said. "Rather than allocating
all responsibility to one or the
other, it should be mutual
responsibility."
"It is a huge responsibility,"
she added.
Another UNH woman asked,
"Why are we ony dealing wth
women carrying women's protection? Why can't women carry
condoms?"
Prats responded, "That is
definitely another alternative,
which they didn't bring up in
the de,?ate. I wasn't going to tell
them.
In closing the debate, debate
team coach and moderator Matt
Randall said, "The ideal situation, of course, is that both
partners should communicate."

GUT
science major, but looking at
the other end of the spectrum,
that physical science major may
have a tough time with a prose
writing course," added Kirkpatrick.
According to students, required science courses, such as
Food and People, and Animal
Science, have become harder,
or at least "more busywork."
'Tve talked to students who
are doing poorly in their gen
ed classes, and have to cut down
on the time that they would
devote to their major," said
DeAnna . .
According to Associate Dean
of Life and Agricultural Sciences
Robert Blanchard, because of
the restriction on what a general
education course is, these
courses have become "reoriented towards different criteria."
"It does requir" more time,
especially since there are lee-

Jane Stapleton, a UNH student, spoke about rape. "It is
a common myth that women are
only in danger of strangers,"
she said, " Women can be sexually assaulted by anyone they
know- boyfriends , fiancees .. .a·nyone." Stapleton said if anyone
needs help they should contact
SHARPP.
A man brought up the point,
if something isn't right, we
should not let it happen. "It's
your responsibility," he said,
"You have an obligation as a
member of the campus to let
people know when something
wrong has been done."
I
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By R. Scott Nelson
It was a battle of the sexes in
the MUB Tuesday. The issue:
Who should be responsible for
birth control, men or women?
The topic was debated as part
of sexual awareness week by the
UNH Debate Society, in the
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room.
For the purpose of debate,
Katy Lutzner and Patty Kenney
argued birth control should be
the woman's responsibility,
saying a woman is affected much
more by an unwanted pregnancy
than her male partner.
"It's a woman's responsibility,
because it's her body," Lutzner
said. "She's the one who will
carry the baby and worry about
its future."
Kenney said a woman's choices are limited once she gets
pregnant, while a man has the
option of leaving.
"I want the responsibility in
my hands,·· Kenney said. "I don't
want it to be in the hands of
someone else who may or may
not be around."
Dan Prats, who joined David
Aquilar in taking the side arguing men should be in charge
of birth control, said men are
not oblivious to sexual responsibilty.
"They implied that men don't
care," Prats said. "They do care.
They don't want to go around
getting women pregnant and
be all proud of it."
Prats added men do have

(continued from page 6)
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A question of responsibility

SPEAKOUT
was scared to walk to her parked
car at night. She wondered what
the true purpose of the university police is; to check for
permits or to protect people.
She said she always sees
several university police cars
at the entrance to A-lot in the
morning checking cars for parking permits, but never once has
she seen one there at night in
the dark, when they are really
needed.
Another woman said that lots
of areas on campus do not have
adequate lighting. It is dangerous for someone to walk alone
on a dark path.
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·Who should be the one to get their hands on birth control? (Emily Kelemen photo)

Student arrested
for marijuana use
By Alex Berger
Two UNH students were
charged with unlawful possesion of marijuana in Scott Hall
last Friday.
University Police were informed of the drug use by Scott
Hall staff and they investigated.
The students were located and
will be required to appear before
Durham District Court on 3/14.
A minor accident involving
four vehicles occured last Thursday in Lot W extension, a dirt
hill used by staff as a parking
lot, due to their sliding on ice.
At 1:30 p.m., a car driven by
a staff person slid into another
car causing minor damage.
UNH roads and grounds were
called to sand the lot and they
also slid on ice into a vehicle,
causing damage.
A female student received a
harassing phone call on Friday
from an unknown female who
alleged that she was doing a
research project.
The caller asked general questions and then started asking
questions of a sexual nature. The
student, who was at work at the
time, hung up immediately.
A male student who was
charged with using fake identification could face a fine of up
to $500 and imprisonment up
to one year. He was also charged
with unlawful possesion of
alcohol Friday night. He was
found carrying two cases of beer
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(continued from page 2)
tures and labs," he admitted.
However, he knew nothing
about the courses being harder
than they were before, but felt
that it might be "more difficult
for one to schedule time for
those courses."
Said Senior Judy Ciampa of
Food and People, "I took it in
the spring of '86, before it
became a gen. ed .. It was fun,
and it wasn't a lot of work, like
it is now."
A UNH alumni Joseph
Wright has recurring nightmares about Food and People.
"I took it the first semester
it was offered as a gen. ed.
course. I didn't do too well. I
didn't take it as seriously as I
should have."
There is "shared knowledge
about what courses might be
easier than others," according
to Dean Kirkpatrick, but he held

fast to his claim that gut courses
do not exist.
The only true gut course
students would divulge is Community Development 531, better known as the fundamentals
of real estate, which is not open
to seniors.
Taught by Rosie Walker, it
meets once a week, and boasts
a mid-term and final, both of
which are non-cumulative. This
system has been substituted for
last semester's, which required
students to take five quizzes
over the period of fifteen weeks.
"The class was a joke," says
Dave Soucy, a senior. "I only
went twice, except for quiz
dates."
Another student, who wishes
to remain anonymous, took it
as "a blow-off class, an easy A,
and a "cum booster." He has not
gone to class more than twice,
but· expects to get an A on his
midterm.
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Stale roles and tight buns

Did you ever wonder
what working at a newspaper

MenJs roles are stereotyp ed in the media
By Stephen Patterson
The real man today should
be aggressive, brave, macho,
unfeeling, strong, and silent.
Or at least that is the message
men receive from advertising,
according to Peter Welch who
ran "Stale Roles and Tight Buns:
Men In Advertising" in Sawyer
Hall Wednesday night.
He directed the presentation,
sponsored by Health Services
and the Programming Funding
Organization, to encourage students to discuss advertising.
Welch spoke specifically
about the issue of stereotyping
in advertising as it applies to
men.
"Men are oppressed by advertising," said Welch "Men are
not only oppressers, but also
oppressed."
According to Welch men are
led into stereotypes by advertising and are not free to show
any feelings. He said society
accepts and supports these
stereotypes.
The group expressed a different opinion of what the ideal
man should be like. They used
words such as "sensitive, ·i ntelligent, and gentle."
Welch said that the pressures
of advertising on men contributes to many of the health
problems that men face.
"Men live an average of about
seven years less than women
· do, and they have more pulminary disorders," said Welch.
He also said that many men
undergo an emotional surgery.
"They by-pass the heart, that
is what many_men do," said

Welch.
Men are left alone with their
feelings, he said, so they do
things to escape. They turn to
alcohol and drugs to release
their feelings, and advertising
supports this by showing men
alone, or separate from the
group, smoking a cigarette or
having a drink.
A series of slides collected by
OASIS, men Organized Against
Sexism and Institutional Stereotypes, supported Welch's
statements.
According to the recording
that accompanied the slides,
"sexism limits the roles of men
and women." le asserted that
male roles in advertising affect
all men, and all parts of life.
Examples from different media generally showed men in a
dominant position. Men were
positioned over women in photographs, or they were in control
of the other people in the ads.
Welch said that these images
of men do not happen by chance.
Items such as clothes, alcohol,
cars, and cigarettes are used to
make men appear dominant and
strong, said Welch. The ads a!so
promote a great deal of competition between men by stating
that a man has to always be the
best, and must fight and do what
ever it takes to get there.
Welch had the audience break
up into smaller groups by sex,
so they could share their reactions to the slides.
Some agreed with what
Welch and OASIS presented but
others did not, and several men
even left.

"I thougnt 1t was dumb," said
Keith Kane, a Sawyer Hall
Resident.
He said he felt that women
should try to be like models and
men should try to be muscular,
not skinny or fat. He- also said
that he agreed with the images
of men portrayed in advertising,
and that all men should strive
to be like them.
Not all the males in the
audience agreed with Kane.
Chris Martin attended the program for a class.
"It definitely opened my eyes
to some of these ads that are so
prevalent," said Martin.
The women in the audience
felt that men should be portrayed as less sexual, and in more
normal settings.
"As women, we are still
exploited more than males are,"
said Kris Eckert, also of Sawyer
Hall. "le did make me realize
that men, too, are exploited by
advertising."
A former Hall Director in
Engelhart, Wel~h said he feels
that it is important for people
to have fun at these programs.
He knows that the men that
attend these programs are taking a risk because they are
admitting that they are imperfect.
"We don't learn how to do
that," he said. He also noted that
usually, twice as many women
as men come to the programs.
He said that the men who do
come are open, and do not feel
threa cened by the idea.
"There is never a typical
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Senior Challe nge
search ing for unity
By Kimberley Kelsea
Remember back to high ·
school when you knew everyone
in your senior class.
Whether you loved them or
hated them, there was still a
sense of unity that had deve- ,
loped after spending the four
years together making the long
haul.
The Senior Challenge hopes
to bring a sense of class unity
to UNH, which has been lacking
since the sixties.
"The sixties and seventies
saw the last of class structures
at UNH," said senior David
Gray, one of the coordinators
of the 1989 UNH Senior Challenge. "Because of Vietnam and
a dissatisfaction with 'establishment' in general, students ended
the organization ofdass officers
and opted for officers who
represent the entire student
body."
"After all, isn't it ironic that
the only time [our] class will
be together is at commencement?" asked Gray.
A Challenge event this past
Tuesday night hoped to change
all that as they proposed a toast
to themselves and celebrated
"89 Days Till Graduation" in
downtown Durham.
Although there were actually
88 days left of care-free school
fun, "more students are apt to
go out on a Tuesday than they
are on a Monday,"said Gray.
"Senior Night" festivities
started at 9 p.m. at Wildcat
Pizza, moved to Nick's at 10
p.m. and then on to end the
evening at Glory Daze.
"Since we have no identification with individual class
leaders, we hope the downtown
events and the Senior Challenge
will create a bond for all seniors
that will be passed on to next
year's class," said Gray.
Ginger lane, senior family
consumer studies major, said
she was happy to get together
with seniors she had seen
around for the last four years,
but never had a chance to talk
with.
"Although I'm sure the.re
were some juniors around, it's
not often you get together with
a lot of th~ people in your own
graduating class," said Lane.
"Having specific nights set aside
for seniors is a great idea to get
us psyched."
Psychology major Paul
Murphy said he was happy there
was a night just for seniors.
"I think having senior events
will keep students who want to
go out in Durham, instead of
Portsmouth, and might even
prevent some students from
driving drunk," he observed.
All year long, Senior Challenge coordinators Tracey
Neret, Peter Waisgerber and
Gray have been planning senior
events. With last night's celebration, seniors (with their ID
senior stickers) received discounts on dinners and drinks.
"Although some of the
events, like "Mexican Night"
at the Tin Palace, didn't gather
a big crowd, the senior nights
are really catching on," said
Gray.
Although recently there have
been a number of activities to
·get students more involved in
campus activities, such as this
month's "Celebration of Winter" and "Outrageous Fortune,"
none of them have been designed to promote unity among

the individual classes.
However, the purpose of the
Senior Nights downtown and
the Senior Challenge is to not
only promote class pride and
unity, but also to "help prepare ·
us for the transition from being
undergraduate students to UNH
alumni," Gray says.
The Senior Challenge is an
opportunity for students to
pledge $10 their senior year,
followed by contributions of
$20, $25, $30, and $40 during
their next four years as new
UNH alumni.
This year's pledge money will
establish the Class of '89 fund,
and plans for the use of the
money will be announced at the
fifth year reunion of the graduating class.
Although the pledge checks
are written out to the university,
the pledge money doesn't go
directly to the school. It goes
into the class fund. until we
decide want to spend it on and
how much goes where," said
.
Gra~
What Gray, Neret, and Waisgerber hope to accomplish is
a "snowball effect", which will
spark the class of '89 to raise
more money than '88, and for
the cycle to continue so that each
graduating class will have raised
more money than the year
before.
This year, approximately
2,500 Senior Challenge bulletins
and pledge cards were sent out
to the class of '89.
And although the Challenge
is only in it's second year, Gray
said the response has been "very
positive and together we should
be able to break last year's total
of about $8,000."
By introducing class unity and
the idea of the Senior Challenge
to students earlier on in their
college years, the coordinators
hope it won't take long before
the program is a well-known
phenomenon to students in all
classes.
"Ideally, we'll be able to reach
students as early as Freshman
Camp and within five or six
years, the Challenge will seem
like a fact of life ... the freshmen
will expect it," said Gray.
Political science major Brenda
Briggs said she thinks the
challenge is a great idea, but
mon·ey may put a damper on
their efforts.
"Being second semester senior year, it might be hard for
students to come up with the
money," said Briggs. "However,
I think once people start working, it will be a great incentive
to keep the classes involved."
Accordiqg to Senior Challenge Tracy Neret, the challenge
isn't so much of an issue of
money, but a program that
unites the graduating classe~
and allows the university to keep
contacts .with students during
their first five years as alumni.
"By participating in the program, students will have not
only an academic interest, but
an invested interest to keep in
touch with the university," says
Neret. "Sometimes 20 years
pass after graduation before
people take an interest in UNH
again ... Although that's still
good, we'd like to see students
become active alumni before
that much time goes by."
"Senior-giving pledge programs have already been estab-

CHALLENGE, page 28
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Women wore out New Hampshire Hall with the largest a~;~bi~!dass ever at UNH. (As
,
Logan photo)

·Flexin g lycra, legs and lungs
By Ellen Harris
New Hampshire Hall was
transformed into a haven for
over 100 lycra-.clad women
yesterday when the largest
aerobics class in the history of
the school was held.
The event, which was sponsored by Timex and Jaques
Moret (aerobics outfitter), was
open to all at no charge.
Over 120 women and one
man showed up for the class,
said instructor Kristen Fadden.
Fadden is an low impact aerobics
instructor at UNH.
"The big class is a lot of fun,"
said Fadden. "The routine has
co be more simple because of
the mixed skill level of the
group, so we can do more
.
partner things."
Linda Luttrell, the recreation-

al sport coordinator, was the
instructor for the one hour class.
"I stnicturecl the workout like
a regular class - moderately . , ·
pacect so everyone can keep up,"
said Luttrell.
Luttrell said that the whole
thing was a promotional event
for Timex and Jaques Moret,
who supplied watches and aerobics outfits as door prizes.
"They sent us the posters and
supplied the prizes , so it was
an easy way for us to promote
aerobics without doing all the
advertisi'ng ourselves," said
Luttrell.
Luttrell emphasized the importance of the event, saying
that any chance to spread the
word about aerobic fitness is
worth taking. _

"If the participan:cs enjoy the
class, they may decide co sign
up next semester," said Luttrell.

The one man who showed up
didn't seem too bothered about
the fact that he was the only
representation of his gender at
the class.
"I didn't even notice," said
Joseph Joy. "I don't usually do
aerobics; my friend wanted to
go to the class, so I decided to
go with her."
Kim Zeoli, a sophomore
aerobics instructor who took
part in the event,said that she
doesn't get many men in her
classes.
"I think more guys are getting
inro it, but they probably get
intimidated by all the girls,"
Zeoli said.

IRISH
"created around a system of
discrimination known as Protestant Supremacy." To support
that claim, Nelis spoke of her
own life in the Derry City,
Northern Ireland, where Protestant and Catholic children
were not allowed in some Protestant sections of the city.,
Nelis described "Bloody Sunday," during which 14 Catholics
were killed and many more
injured by British soldiers, as
the British attempted to quell
the rising furor over the absence
of civil rights for Catholics.
Nelis also spoke of two of her
sons, 17 and 18, who were
arrested and jailed because of
their political activities. For six
years she saw them for only 30
minutes each month. Those 30
minutes were the only time the
boys were allowed out of their
jail cells.
But Nelis didn't come to
UNH to tell gruesome stories
about the horrible mistreatment
of the Catholics in Ireland. She
came to find American ·support
for the MacBride principles, a
set of principles that encourage
fair employment practices, created by the late Dr. Sean MacBride
in November of 1984.
It is important that Americans are aware of the situation
in Ireland because the U.S. is
the largest foreign investor in
Northern Ireland, with 22 companies operating there, including General Motors, Ford and
Dupont, Nelis said.
-

(continued from page 3)
According to Nelis, the MacBride principles, which are
patterned after the Sullivan
principles in South Africa, is
a "simple game plan to get
employers to address discrimination in the workplace." Th~
MacBride principle nine points
have provisions to increase the
number of individuals from
under-represented religious
groups in the workforce and to
stop such practices as job reservations that discriminate on the
basis of religious or ethnic
origins.
The bill, now being reviewed
by the state legislation, says the
state treasurer has the responsibility to gather a list of corporations who do business in
Northern Ireland, and in whose
stocks the treasurer has invested, to determine whether of not
that corporation has taken
substantial steps to achieve the
MacBride principles.
The treasurer must sponsor
shareholder resolutions to encourage corporations in Ireland
to implement the MacBride
principles. In addition, the
treasurer will invest future
funds in corporations conducting their operations in accordance with the MacBride principles.
. Eleven states have already
passed this legislation, including
Pennsylvania, New York, and
Massachusetts. The bill was
already defeated by the New
Hampshire State Legislation

last year. This year Representative Pat Culbert (R), a sponsor
of the bill, is hopeful it will be
accepted because more people
are aware of the issue this year.
There was a large number of
peo pie wearing "Support
MacBride" pins present at the
hearing in Concord, yesterday.
The committee heard testimony
both for and against the bill.
Another sponsor of the bill,
Representative Dan McCann
(D) from Manchester, testified
that we have to "take a stand
in New Hampshire and the
United States" because discrimination is a "cause of concern
for all." He believes that it is
our responsibility to do all we
can to stop discrimination anywhere in the world. He commented that he felt the MacBride principles were a "viable
way to alleviate the problem in
Northern Ireland."
The opponents of the bill
believed that the legislation had
a hidden agenda, which meant
we would be advoeating divescure if the bill was passed.
Advocates stressed that divesture was not included. Instead, the bill stated that the
treasurer would study American
companies to decide which ones
were practicing fair employment. Using that knowledge,
the treasurer would then decide
which companies would be the
recipient of future investments. _

IRISH, page 15
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Random Acid Rain blames elsewhere
fiurope's deterioration points to ozone
Writings
By Andrew Bourassa
Acid rain is not responsible
for environmental damage. This
was the surprising conclusion
of Acid Rain, a British film
shown at the weekly meeting
of GAIA, a campus environmental group.
The film was produced by the
Central Electricity Generating
Board, the power authority for
the United Kingdom.
"We like to present all points
of view," said a GAIA spokes- ·
person.
The film outlined environmental destruction in Europe,
which at present has left 1/2
of all German forests damaged,
2,000 Norwegian lakes dead,
blaming the destruction not on
acid rain, but on other environmental pollutants.
According to the film, acid
rain is nothing new. Over 100
years ago acid rain was observed
around the industrial cities of
England. The rain became acidic
from sulfur dioxide·generated
by the burning of coal' in mills _
and power plants. It was not

Where is
the snow?
DEBBIE HOPKINS
Up until this semester my job at The New Hampshire was
to ask people their opinion on something and then plaster
their name and picture underneath it for everyone to see.
Now I guess it is my turn to be "On The Spot." If lwere
to ask a question and answer it myself, I would ask "At the
resent moment, what one thing do you miss most from
our childhood?"
My.answer would run something like this:
I mjss the New England winters. As long as I can remember
he winters have never been this drab and uneventful. The
ast few years have gone by with a green Christmas and
n icy January, passing into a slushy February. We haven't
had a good snowstorm in quite a while.
I remember evenings in second .g rade when I sat down
at the dinner table knowing there was no way I was going
to school the next day. The snow had begun falling early
and even if it didn't snow throughout th(:fnight, there would
still be too much accumulated in the morning to plow, before
the school buses had to be out.
On these mornings I was up and out of bed at first light,
with my head stuck to the radio speaker, waiting for Sherman
school to be added to the growing list of cancellations. Once
it was announced, my si_s ter and I acted all surprised and
then ran off to the snowbanks with the neighbors. Building
snow forts and stealing maple syrup from Mom, we sat out
in the cold for hours eating frozen "maple syrup candy."
The plows would eventually come and create new higher
mountains to push each other off of and then of course there
was tobogganing.
These days you can't eat the snow, classes are rarely
cancelled for any reason, and your tobaggan wouldn't stand
a chance. There are too many rocks projecting from the
all too shallow slush. Maybe it's "that Green House Effect"
everyone has been talking about so much. Of course it could
be that now I am as tall as most of the snowbanks I was
pushed off of as a child. I just hope I don't have to move
to the deeper snows of Canada to enjoy next winter.

while others are prohibitive.
"Gays and lesbians exist in
every culture," said Thompson. .
"What varies is how culture
reacts."
According to both Thompson
and Heron, there are four myths
we learn while growing up that
teach us to be homophobic while
giving us false impress.ions
about why people are homosexuals.
The first myth is that sex
roles are equal to sexual orientation. In reality there is no
correlation.
The second is that all lesbians
and gays molest children, when
in fact most sexual crimes are
committed by heterosexual men.
The third is that lesbians and
gays are "oversexed," but a great
number of heterosexuals have
multiple partners also.
The fourth entails various
notions of. what causes one's
homosexuality.
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Since the late seventies, sulfur
dioxide emissions from power
plants has been reduced, with
little improvement to the forests.
·
The ecological balance of
many ponds suffered a similar
fate. The release of aluminum
The film further noted thac from soil killed fish by interthe acid wasn't very strong, fering with their reproductive
about 1/50 the strength of the cycle.
average soft drink. It also noted
The increased acidity of the
that, in the case of forest dam- water was the result of acids in
age, branches that were shaded the soil being released into the
from the sun weren't damaged.
ponds as a result of changing
Laboratory · research gave soil use.
credence to the second point;
But, the film concluded, acid
trees gassed with high levels rain was not the problem; it was
of sulfur dioxide weren't dam- soil chemistry and changes in
aged. Damage to the ozone layer soil use.
was then suspected as the culprit
GAIA will present a second
as trees subjected to light fil- film on acid rain next Monday
tered through ozone showed which, they said, will present
characteristic damage.
another point of view.
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The film concluded that hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxide
from auto and truck emissions
combined with sunlight to produce the ozone, causing the
sunlight to "burn" the trees.
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Debbie l::lopkins is an Art Editor for The New Hampshire.
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until the present day that it has
become a political issue.
The environmental movement as a point of political
dispute began with the rise of
the German Green Party, which
generated opposition to the
"pollution as usual" philosophy
prevalent in Europe and North
America. The Party pinpointed
acid rain as the problem, with
sulfur dioxide from power
plants thought to be the major
contaminant.
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Prof claims weath~r normal
By Neal McCarthy
Spring-like temperatures this
winter may be causing students
to wonder if it's worth it to head
south for spring break. Stay in
Durham and catch a tan. The
only thing you'li miss are the
palm trees, and those can be
simulated with a couple blowup trees from Toys-R-Us.
· This unusual weather, from
warm and sunny one day to
arctic cold the next, is nothing
abnormal according to Robert
Adams, a state climatologist and
associate professor of geography
here at UNH.
Although the lack of cold and
snow this year has caused people
to raise questions, it's nothing
more than typical New England
weather. Similar conditions
were felt as recently as the 197980 winter, where only 24" of
snow fell.
With the record breaking heat
of the oast summer, however,
speculations are leaning towards
the Greenhouse Effect, a phenom-enon in which carbon dioxide and oth~r gasses trap heat
in the atmosphere. Globally, the
five hottest summers of the
century have occured in the 80's.
Although the odds of this occuring a1e very low, experts are
hesitant to directly blame the
Greenhouse Effect.
John E. Carroll, professor of
environmental conservation,
said we won't know if these
occurances are significant except
in retropsect. Look back 50 or
100 years from now and we'll
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Residents· of Smith Hall strip
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know.
As far as he's concerned,
''.records are made to be broken."
According to Carroil, there
is a consensus that there is, in
fact, a gradual global warming.
Such things as the heat and
drought last summer and the
lack of snowfall this winter
fueled the awareness of the
weather.
"Increased greenhouse warming is likely to result in more
frequent occurances of these

p

down for the warm weather.

First Cht>l,·e _/i,r Quality sl11,-e /919 ~

kinds of events," said Adams.
As for the years to come, we
won't see a consistent rise in
temperature with each consecutive year, said Adams. There
will still be variability in the
weather.

T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Basebal Caps
• Sweatshirts • Oolf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs

Those cold bitter winters we
love haven't disappeared forever, so don't throw away your·
long johns yet. And maybe this
time next year, you probably
won't be thinking about suntan
lotion and beaches.

publications have a duty to keep
some information confidential
because of national security
reasons. Emerson said a lot of
information deemed "classified"
can be printed even though it
is listed on the law books as
illegal. But some information
can prove disasterous when it
makes its way into print.
Through talks with officials,
Emerson said he has learned
"pieces of the mosaic." But he
does not print all of these pieces
for the safety of his country.
Every bit of classified infor-

(continued from page 3)
mation he comes ac_ross puts
him in the dilemna of deciding
whether it should be in the·news
or stored away, he said.
He listed the case of Lt. Col.
Higgins as an example. When
Higgins was kidnapped by terrorists, members of the media
knew that he was an aide to
Casper Weinberger and had
access to highly classified information. But nobody pri11ted
the information in interests of
national security.
Two days later, a Lebonese
newspaper broke the news, said

Mots. pnly SAT & SUN 12:15, 1:45, 3:10

Thompson aiso cited the need

Steve Martin, Michael Caine
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MEL GIBSON, MICHELLE PFEIFFER

"T~S~"
EYes. 8:50 Mots. SAT & SUN 4:35

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Danny DeVito

''TWINS"

Thompson said that first
mortgages are low risks,whereas
mergers and acquisition~ are a
higher risk and need to be
charged a higher premium.

Emerson. The secret disclosed,
the rest of the press followed
suit.
Some of the worst culprits of
hurting the country are the news
networks, he said. He said their
struggle for ratings cause severe
damage.
"I strongly believe the networks should show restraints,"
said Emerson. "Even if that
means losing an exclusive, so
be it."
Emerson's speech was sponsored by the Young Republicans.

G
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premiums. He said, " all these
institutions have to be looked
at on.a risk base, make insurance
premiums and capital requirements adequate to prevent
widespread problems."

EMERSON

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I . Greenland. NH 0'3840

to have risk based insurance

To try and solve the problem,
Thompson said, "we have to
extricate ourselves from the ,
problem; there are no pleasant
solutions because it will cost
money."
Funds will have to be raised
to close down some of the worst
institutions and consolidate the
financial services industry, said
Thompson.
Thompson concluded that
increased supervision is needed.
He said, "take the real problem
savings and loans and have the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) go in to manage and supervise them." ·
"This will help," said Thompson "because the FDIC has
4,000-5,000 supervisors and the
FSLIC have only a few hundred."

In-House Art Dept.

f:IHanes

Savings & Loans weakening
By Rich Kelley
would take in deposits and make
mortgages on homes," said
The crisis facing the savings
and loan institutions may cause Thompson. " When financial
the government to dig deeper dereguiation took place, it allowed diem to do a whole lot
into its already empty pockets
in order to bail out many savings . of new things, such as commerand loan institutions from going cial real estate."
He also said .. many of the
insolvent.
According to Allen Thomp- institutions failed because a
son, associate professor of eco- number of them were very badly
nomics and administration, mismanaged and in some cases
these institutions were set up defrauded."
for the purpose of insuring
The government took action
depositors money. The government guaranteed that depositors in December by taking the worst
would not lose any money by savings and loan cases and
putting it into savings anf loan~ putting them up for sale.
because if an institution ~d fail,
Thompson cited the example
the government would pay ba.<;__k, of a Texas investor who put up
to the depositor, any money lost: $150 million for some savings
Yet, the government did not and loans and acquired $12
count on hundreds of savings billion in assets. He will be able
and loans around the country to take advantage of accelerated
failing at the same time, said tax write-offs if he suffers any
Thompson. Because of this, the loss.
Federal Savings and Loan InHowever, Thompson said,
surance Corporation (FSLIC), "the government is going to
an independent governmental have to come up with $100
agency 'in charge of supervising billion but nobody wants to
savings and loans, must cover come up at this time to pass a
the $100 billion insolvency rate bill."
of the institutions while keeping
Because of President George
up with an industry deficit of Bush's pledge for no new taxes,
$1 billion per month.
there are no revenues coming
"When Savings and loans in to bail out. the-savings and
were first introduced, they loan institutions. __ _
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Learn German

This Summer
June 25 August 4, 1989
Tfte Ni,atli A,a,aual Genfta,a SummerScftool
of tfte Atla11tlt at tfte U11fversft11 of Rftocle lsllifl4
111 co-operatlo,a wltft tfte Goetfte lftStihde Bosto11.
German will be the sole language of communication. and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive language study.
You may earn up to ni~e undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus. just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in
beginning, intermediate, or any level of advanced German. From
business people and travelers. to students planning work or study
abroad. ·1ake advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in
this total German Language experience_.
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Get back from Apple.
Mac SE Dual Drive

$150.00

and Apple lmageWriter II

Mac SE 40/2 system

$250.00

and Apple lmageWritcr II
LascrWritcr II SC
or LascrWritcr II ~~rr
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•
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DO YOU HAVE QUESTION S
ABOUT SOME OF THE RELIGIOUS
GROUPS ON CAMPUS?
1..' -

Presentation by Steven Hassan
noted exit councelor, author and
·farmer Moonie
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2 month Full Memberships available
now for only $90.00 I
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Sponsored by UNH Residential Programs, UNH
Counseling and Testing Services, UNH Health
Services, UNH/Durham Chaplains' Association,
the Catholic Student Center, and Waysmeet
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Sexu al stere otyp es exam ined
By Ruth Sullivan ·
One didn't receive any handson experience at the "Exploring
the Sexual Spectrum " lecture
on Wednesday afternoon, but
instead the audience members
were asked to explore their own
habits of thinking.
Paul Cody, who has a Ph.D.
in clinical psychology, before
giving the lecture, unashamedly
admitted, "Yes, we are going
to talk about bodily organs. I
·know you' re all thinking about
this and it's true. I'm going to
talk about the brain."
The sexual awareness week
program,desig ned by Health
Services,hoped to open minds
_concerning sexual stereotypes.
Cody stated how traditionally,
in our society, people place
others into two neat, mutually
exclusive categories; homosexual and heterosexual. This sort
of dualistic thinking fits nicely
with other ways we categorize
things; for example, black and
white, or right and wrong. It's

easier to put things into simple
dichotomies. Whenever possible, we don 't like to think too
much, Cody said.
Cody explained that "our
attempt to maintain simple
dichotomies exposes the biases"
in our society.
Is a person, who has had one
homosexual experience, but is
a heterosexual, still called a
homosexual? Cody asked.
There is another wastebasket
category that hasn't been mentioned yet; bisexuals.
However, Cody states, "the
third category doesn't clean up
the mess." He claims there is
more hostility towards bisexuals
because they disrupt our neat
dualistic system of thinking.
It's a radical concept to think
that homosexuals, as well as
heterosexuals, tend to be what
Cody calls, "biphobic," or afraid
of bisexuals.
This may be true because
bisexuals have no stereotypical
image. "Wh~t comes to mind

AIDS

(continued from page 3)

as much as the disease."
When John was in the hospital for 31 days fighting pneumonia, he said it felt strange
because it was the first time he
had ever been hospitilized and
the drugs he was taking made
him sick.
"Every fifteen minutes I was
driving the porcelain bus."
The month he was in the
hospital, John said, was very
close to being the last days of
his life.
"I had a 104 degree temperature for four days and my
doctor came into my room and
closed the door. He said, 'If you
don't get any better, I don't think
you'll make "it.' It was a shock."
That same afternoon John
went through an operation to
clean out his lungs. At 1 a.m.,
he woke up connected to a
respirator helping him breathe.
His parents, a friend and a
minister were in the room.
"I didn't know what the hell
it was. It felt like my lungs were
being blown up. You could see
the tension drain out of their
faces when they saw me come
around. I found out later the
minister had performed last
it means to be a human being rites on me that night."
Relig~on is not_ an important
living in a world like this," said
- aspect m John life, however,
- -··- ·Finn.
because of many churches views
·
Finn said he is confident that on homosexuality. He said, if
there will be no problems filling anything, having AIDS made
the journal because, "we already him push religion farther away.
"I found more strength in
have had people giving us work
and we only received fu~ding friends."
He said when people found last week. We haven't even
out he had AIDS, they were
advertised yet."
more concerned his health,
Papers can be original work rather than his sexuality. He
or revised papers from classes. said he only had o~e friend who
Although all the work is didn't want to go near him, but
contributed by undergraduates, it wasn't because he had AIDS,
the journal has a faculty advisor, it was because he was dying.
He said he was worried how
Paul F. McNamara, said Finn.
he would be treated b others

when you think of a bisexual?,"
Cody asked.
One thing, Cody says, "people
think that bisexuals are con fused ." This is one common
misinterpretation.
Cody warned, "categories are
harmful." Thus, comes the idea
of the spectrum. What if a
bisexual is only a transitory
bisexual, displaying heterosexual behavior for periods of time?
"Sexual preference can be
fluid," Cody asserted.
Alfred Kinsey, whose work
Cody cited, found that categories
didn't work.
Kinsey, who pioneered in
sexual behavior research, did
the largest study ever attempted
in the U.S. at the Institute of
Sex Research in Bloomington,
Indiana.
"Sexuality should be seen on
a continuum like a number line,"
remarked Cody, adding that it's
much roo diverse a subject to
try to fit into neat little categories.

DASE IN journ al to debu t Soon

I

By Katelyn Randall
Look out Main Street and The
New Hampshire, there's some
competition out there.
· A new journal will soon be
on the scene at UNH. The first
issue of DASEIN, the new
journal of the philosophy department, is due out in ~idApril. The name DA~EIN ~s a
German word meaning existence.
The journal, funded by Programming Funding Organization (PFO), is still looking for
cover artwork. Also needed are
articles, poetry, and drawings.
All -~ ontributions must be by

undergraduates.
The idea for a new journal,
"sprang from the philosophy
club," said Steve Finn, a liberal
arts senior.
"There had been other journals in the past but we wanted
to do a better one, more in depth
with more diverse articles," said
Finn. "There will also be some
poetry, artwork and a fiction
·
story or two."
While dealing with the usual
ethical issues such as the death
penalty, and animal rights, the
70-plus page journal will also
examine the notion of "what

when he was sick in the hospital,
especially by the older nurses.
"I thought I would get really
bad care and no one would talk
to me. I couldn't turn over on
my stomach and it upset me.
One of them stayed and talked
to me for a half hour to calm
me down. The older nurses were
wonderful. They asked me questions about how I was feeling
and what it was like."
Even though John said he was
never void of care, some precautions were taken. Pregnant
nurses, who wanted to take care
pf him, were assigned to different floors and everyone who
came to visit him had to wear
hospital clothing, because he
was so susceptible to colds.
"It felt strange to have people
visiting wearing those zoot
suits. They had to stand back
from the bed. People handled
it well."
John went to live with his
parents after he left the hospital.
"It was hard for them because
it was like, 'Here is our 30 yearold son coming home to die.'
It was hard to talk to them,
especially my father."
John's doctors said he couldn't
workforayear,b uthewentback
to work after 5 months.
"I own my own buisness and
some of my customers knew I
was gay, but some didn't. I was
nervous about them finding out,
but I didn't lose any customers.
It's a horrifying experience. I
don't know what is going to
happen day to day."
Having AIDS, John said, has
changed his life.
"I am more in contact with
who I am. I have inner peace ·
and unconditional love for myself. But I just keep asking
myself, why did it have to take
something like this to reach
that."

SPRING BREAK EQUIPMENT
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The •, • -.-v.,,. ,. HR Returns with Two FREE Gifts!
Effective January 15, 1989 a good deal just got better. fou need to check out the \1ost Complete Laptop bfing ofiered by an~· company-the
Zenith SupersPort Se (Special Emtion). Compare the following STA~DARD FEATLRES with the ~tandMd featurts tif any tither laptop and you
will know why the SuµersPort SE is the one to beat.
The two FREE gifts are the ··nylon carrying case with shoulder strap" and the "Microsoft WORK~ softwart ...

*640K RAM *one 20MB hard drive and one 3.5" floppy drive * parallel and serial ports

*1200 baud internal modem *MS-DOS 3.3 PLUS

* 1year parts and labor warranty

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLFA5E CONTACT:

Bryan Martineau

· ZDS Student Representative
862-7048

Amttican Express,VISA. MasttrC.rd Crtdit Cards Acctpted.

* rerhargeablt) batter~ and AC adapter

charger

data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON•
Microsoft \\Ill{~, is., rt•~islt·rt·d trndt'mark of
Microsoft Corp .
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IRISH
It was not the intent ion of the
sponso rs to withho ld money or
take money away from corpo ration doing business in Ireland.
. Oppon ents also claimed that
the way in which the Britis h
manag e their lands is not the
busin ess of Amer icans. The
Britis h have dealt with the
proble m of discrim ination using
the Fair Empl oyme nt Acts of
1920, 1973, and 1976.

These acts have not been
successful as the statistics show;
a Catho lic is 2 1/2 times more
likely to be unem ploye d than
a Prote stant. In 1987, the governm ent of Britai n propo sed
even furthe r anti-d iscrim inatio n
legislation, to be acted upon in
1990.
Oppo nents would rather see
the U.S. pour more money into

(continued from page 9)
corpor ations -in Ireland. If there
was more emplo ymen t to be
found in Irelan d, equal oppor tunity would take care of itself.
But, advoc ates stress ed, the
Unite d States can use its business levera ge in Irelan d to
encou rage fair emplo ymen t
practices. The bill is not meant
as a punish ment but as incentive
to ease discrim ination .

As Rep. McCa nn noted , we
have passe d strict legisl ation
conce rni_n g anti-d iscrim inatio n
and it is in our best intere st to
help comba t discri minat ion in
other parts of the world because
we are all in the family of man.
He believ es that New Hamp shire could make a differ ence
in North ern Ireland.
Nelis also believ es Amer ica

can make a ditter ence in her
home land. In her summ ation
our suppo rt could elimin at~
discri minat ion, which would
pave the way for a begin ning
of harmo ny betwe en the Protestan ts and the Catholics. Then,
the newly united countr y would
gain enoug h self-de term_ination
to tell the British to "leave their
country."
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With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify while you're still in school
Now getting the Card is easier than ever. For the
very first time, students can apply for the American
Express®Card over the phone.
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-- Become a Cardmember.
Fly Northwest $99 roundtrip.
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fly twice for only
an extraordinary travel privilege: than
180 Northwest

S99 roundtrip to any of the more
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
(only one ticket may be used per six-month period):~
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'Editorial
Trying to unde rstan d AIDS
This week I went to one of the programs
that was part of sexality week. I went to
listen to a man who is dying of AIDS. I had
no idea what the program was going to be
about until I got there and it took me by
surprise. The program was entitled "Sexuality after AIDS - A Personal Perspective."
I guess I thought it was going to be some
lecture about AIDS and how terrible it was
and all the same stuff I have been bombarded
with since I have been in college. But it
wasn't . .
I met a man who is dying. Dying from
AIDS.
Actually he has tested positive for the
Human Immunodeficienc y Virus, which
means he could die from the cold I have
right now. It makes me not care anymore
that I have to pay for a cold clinic packet.
But enough about the technical aspects
of AIDS, you can read the pamphlets. To
me they are too depressing right now.
One of the comments made was that John

didn't look like he had AIDS. No lesions
covered his face and he seemed healthy.
This made it harder to accept the fact that
he was probably going to die. He could easily
have been someone I knew well.
The program lasted an hour. The room
was hot and at times it was tense. When
I left, I walked out the door and I started
crying.
Maybe it was because I had a bad day.
Maybe it was because a lot of what John
said.about terminal illness hit horn~ because
of a sick friend of mine. Maybe it was because
much of what he said about relationships
seemed to relate to many people I know.
Or maybe it just didn't seem fair he was
going to die.
Whatever the reason, I guess it ·scared
me in a way. Especially when he quoted
a doctor who said by 1990 there could be
thousands of more deaths.
We could stand to lose a whole generation. It scared me.

Services department. Our Compurer knowledgeable faculty from each
Maintenance Center continues to of the colleges as well as representatives from administrative departtry to repair broken Z-100' s or NEC
To the Editor:
7710 Spinwriter printers when it ments, and UNH Manchester,
I would like to correct a few
can, but due to the lack of parts, Keene State, and Plymouth College.
University Computing constantly
misstatements about University
we can make no guarantees.
strives to provide a high quality
Computing made by Bob Connors
It is important to realize that as
in his recent Forum Article on
vendors release new products, they of service to users and to make
computing, While the University
stop production and support of computing widely available and as
Technology Center sells only IBM
older products. This eventually easy to use as possible. I believe that
in the one and a half years since
and Apple microcomputers (and
forces the rest of us to purchase the
the reorganization of computing
there are good reasons for this,
newer products. Although the
and the creation of University
which I will address in an article
purchase of new equipment requires
Computing, we have made signifto appear in next week's Campus
a financial investment, it also brings
icant improvements in the comJournal), Zenith and AT&T owners
with it the advantages which the
puting environment at the U niverwill not, as Bob Connors says, be
newer technology has to offer. Most
sity. This is due in large part to the
"condemned to planned obsolesword processing, spreadsheet, and
support of the entire University
cence and lessened support over
data base software products availcommunity. I would like to thank
the next few years." University
able today would not run on earlier
students, faculty, and staff for this
Computing supports, and will
models of personal computers and
support and urge you to continue
continue to support, a long list of
more specialized software for such
to give us your suggestions and ideas
hardware and software which intasks as statistical analysis or
for enhancing computing at the
cludes both Zenith and AT&T
computer aided design certainly
University.
microcomputers. (See Paul LaBrie's
would not. Regardless of any new
Sincerely,
article in the August/September product offerings, however, UniBetty Le Compagnon
issue of ON-LINE or call the User
versity Computing will continue
Executive Director of
Support Center at 3666 to receive
to repair the Z-150's and AT&T
University Computing
a list of supported hardware or
6300s which Bob Connors is worsoftware.)
ried about, as long as we can get
In general, the staff of University
parts for them. Since the life cycle
Computing tries to solve any softof current microcomputers appears
To the Editor:
ware problem or repair any broken
to be about five years, and since
I'm writing this letter about the
equipment it can. Unfortunately,
spare parts continue to be available
charging of medication for colds
if a manufacturer stops production
for a number of years after that,
at Health Services.
of a particular product and spare
a computer purchased by a student
As tuition-paying students we
parts are no long~r available, it
arriving at UNH will certainly be
have a contract with the University:
becomes extremely difficult to
serviced by University Computing
we pay money and are entered into
repair the equipment unless the -through the student's undergradthe educational system. As a conbroken part can be fixed or reused. 'uate and graduate years. (The
dition of this, we enter into subSeveral products that have been
Zenith Z-100 came out in the early
contracts with the departments that
popular items at UNH over the
1980s and we have only recently
we are required to pay fees to. We
years now fall into this catagory.
begun having difficulty getting
pay Residential Programs and
This may explain the concern of spare parts. This represents close
/ Housing for shelter, Dining SerBob Connors and others who, like
to 10 years of support.)
vices for food, and we pay Health
me, purchased eq1=1ipment for which
Finally (although I ask you to read
Services. The $85 that we pay to
spare parts· are no longer readily
my article in the Campus Journal
Health Services is part of a contract
available. For example, the Zenith
for a discussion of the issues related
for those services. By charging us
Z-100 (a machine using the CP/M
to the choices made regarding the
MORE MONEY. in ADDITION to
operating system) and the NEC
University Technology Center) it
that for services that were included
7710 Spinwriter (a letter quality
is not true, as Bob Connors says,
in the original fee, the University
printer) have not been manufacthat "much of the current configis technically re-neging on our
tured by Zenith or NEC for several
uration is based on decisions made
contract.
years and spare parts for these
by University Computing" or that
If you say that medication is not
products are difficult, if not impos"we carry only two brands." The
part of our fee, then do you mind
sible, to find. In their day these two decision to open a microcomputer
if I quote from the UNH Student
products were considered "leading store and to sell only two brands
Handbook for this year? In section
edge" and were recommended for
of computers was made by a com11.31, page 79 it says: (the fee
pruchase by the former Computer . mittee which included computer-

Compute rs

Co Id

That generation could very well be my
generation.
John said he doesn't take things for
granted anymore. You can't constantly
worry that this day will be your last, but
it is also not an excuse for ignorance.
Anyone can get AIDS.
Anyone can prevent getting AIDS.
And I guess there's another thing I walked
away with. AIDS is a terrible disease but
someone who has it is no different from
someone dying of cancer or any other
terminal illness.
There is a stigma attached to AIDS. Just
think of the words used to describe it.
Epidemic. Life-threatening . No wonder
some people are afraid of people with AIDS.
I still wish people like John didn't have
to die from AIDS. And sometimes I feel
useless there isn't a cure. But if it makes
any difference to John, the pain-he shared ·
with all of us, no matter how hard it was,
was appreciated and he~rd.
Karen Hamilton
News Editor

patd this semester and take money
includes) ... "medicines for the~treatment of acute illness and injury if · out of my pocket for a service that
stocked in the Health Services has already been guaranteed to me?
I feel that this is not only unfair
pharmacy; ... "
to students and parents who have
Just today I went down to Health
Services to check if I had strep counted on this service when the
tuition and fees were payed back ·
throat and a cold, and I can assure
in January, but it may stand on
you that cold medication is stocked.
illegal grounds. I urge that someAs a student who has been here
thing be done about this situation
for 6 semesters, I have already paid
immediately.
$510. Why should I have to pay for
Sincerely,
medication seperately when I have
Kevin Harkins
already invested in it? Why should
I igno_~~ the $85 that I have already

Letters continued on page 29
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Univer~ity Forum
H~alancl: the last of the ·pioneers
By Melissa Berryman
It's just like in the movies, isn't it? We've all
seen this one before. The family integrity on the
v_e rge of ~ollapse. But all will not be lost because
tnan has a vision, a quest, a drive to expand- to
go west. So the family is loaded in the wagon with
all that they possess in the world and off they go.
The better, brighter future lies just over the tracks.
Nothing is left behind except the dust from the
horses and the air that hangs heavy from the
manifest destiny that has been devoured, digested
and exhaled. And there is vision - of a better way
of life - -that clouds the hardships that must be
endured along the way. The displacement of others
becoming justified in the collective faith they have
in the vision.
Sadly, this isn't a scenario just for a movie. It
is being played out right now by one man. John
Wayne has possessed our President's body dictating
to him that if he does anything before he dies it
will be to expand our campus west - passed the
railroad tracks which now cuts through it. U nfortunately, the driving vision here is a personal one.
Haaland's words have two main goals that have
me thinking that I will be graduating in May; 1)
to be the first President to break the train tracks
barrier and 2) to move the agricultural programs
from the Durham campus. No matter how much
. the President and his administration neither confirm
nor deny these goals or say that in the future this
school will be 180 degrees different it is just the
insinuation of them that is making students and
faculty angry. It all spells out personal and not
University interest. By breaking ground over the
tracks, the agricultural programs are being pushed
aside. Clearly, this is not in the interest of the first
land grant agricultural school in New Hampshire.
What right does Haaland have to infer that UNH
would become a better university if the agricultural
programs were off campus? It would be like the
relationship that we have now with our Manchester ·
campus. The agricultural program would become
an extension program isolated and inaccessable
to the students. I would not want to go to a school
with programs even five minutes from campus.
A President's personal directives for a whole
University does not make for a healthy relationship.
I am not going to take with me a fair assessment
·o f this school as a whole community because the
bad experiences by far have out-numbered the good.
It is getting increasingly harder to generate a positive
attitude and I have been guilty of shouting out to
high school seniors on tour of this campus that
they don't really want to go here. Finally it is
distressing to me that a lot of my bad experiences
could have been prevented. It is too bad that a
president's vision can cloud the day to day problems
facing this University now; mainly that this school
does not have the funds for the number of people
populating it. Increasing the student population

may sound like it will generate more revenue but
it is only taxing a University that doesn't have the
housing, faculty, equipment or supplies to cope
with it. Doesn't it seem that increasing the number
of students is not an answer available to an
1
University which can't afford to educate the students
already there? With all the buildings that need
. repairs and the programs needing more funds doesn't
the University have enough to contend with. Aren't
'these issues more of a priority than being the first
over the tracks? Striving for an administration
that runs smoother for the students and is accessible,
increasing and maintaining the quality of the faculty
or even having faculty on staff to teach a class that
is integral to one's major could make this school
one of the best state universities in the country.
Also, I think all of our visions should not overlook
that this is one of the least funded state schools
around and the money we do get from the state
cannot be counted on (as evident in the 3% budget
cutback). This will have serious repercussions to
if we allow it to continue. This sinking ship has
too many rats and not enough sap to plug up all
of its holes. The students and faculty of UNH are
becoming increasingly alienated by out treatment .
from the current administration and are disgusted
with the housing over the tracks situation. The
majority of new and future alumni feel that the
University doesn't deserve another dime from us
and have been insulted by the nerve of being sent
postcards that say we can start contributing as alumni
now- even before graduation. Money given to this
school will mean that I support in every way what
this school stands for now and in the future. I cannot
lend my support knowing that Haaland and his
administration do not have any faith that the
agricultural programs can adapt with and help create
future technology - and progress.
Expanding to be the first to expand, running
out the agricultural programs because "in ten years
there will be declining interest," and ignoring that
this school was· founded by the agricultural program
is purely a personal vision and the students and
faculty are fools to ·rolerate this. We must come
to these decisions collectively for the good of all
involved - we must share the vision. I think the
outcry over the new dorm is cause enough to realize
· that breaking ground at site 5 is not in the best
interest of the University. "Because I'm the President
and I say so" is not the attitude that an educational
community should be run on.
This is not a movie script. There are not covered
wagons, John Waynes or perfect sunsets which fade
into The End. The road may travel with manifest
destiny but under these conditions, me, my friends
and our money are not going along for the ride.

Melissa Berryman is a senior majoring in pre-vet.

Seniors:
Take the
challenge
By Gordon Haal~nd
Now in its second year at UNH, Senior Challenge
is fast becoming a tradition among seniors,, and
I am proud to endorse Senior Challenge '89.
The Senior Challenge Program is sponsored by
the Senior Class and represents a student-based
effort to build class unity and provide support for
the U n:iversity. These are two goals worthy of your
participation.
Last year's Senior Challenge was extremely
successful, with the Class of '88 pledging nearly
$8,000 over a five-year period. I am confident that
the Class of '89 will be challenged to surpass that
mark. When you are contacted by a classmate this
month, I hope you will respond positively and make
a pledge.
In three months you will graduate. Your career
as a student here will end, and a new relationship
with the University will begin. As alumni of UNH,
I hope you come to realize that your education
provided you with a strong foundation for the future.
I also hope that establishing close ties with UNH
is part of that future.
Speaking of the future, I believe it is important
to note that in the years ahead your University will
depend increasingly on the continued interest and
support of many individuals and groups. Thus, we
need your support and encouragement as you become
a vital part of our future.
I hope that your classmates can count on you when
they phone you this month. Thank you for taking
the challenge.

Gordon Haaland is the president of this university.

Greeks minus

$122
By Kelly Jenkins and Matt Mayberry
Each Greek in-house member is paying hundreds
of unnecessary dollars to support a school system
they do not utilize.
Rep. Sean Jasper of Hillsbourgh Dist 19, An
Alumni Alpha Gamma Rho brother, has introduced
House Bill 679 that would eliminate the school
tax portion of the property tax for gre~k houses.
This would pertain only co those houses which are
incorporated. incorporated meaning jointly owned
by Alumni.
The entire incoporated Greek system pays annually
approximately $62,128.96 to support'School systems
they do not use (i.e. Oyster River High School).
This means approximately $122.00 paid per student
per year for unused services.
The Passage of HB679 would eliminate the
mandatory payment of this tax. Thus, a reduction
in rent and a lower out of pocket cost.
On Tuesday Feb. 28 this bill will leave the
Municipal and County Government Committee
to go before the entire N.H. legislatures at a later
date. This committee makes strong recommendation
for approval or denial on this bill. We must act
quickly but we need your help. Please contact this
committee at the address below. We must send a
strong and unified message to Concord that shows
we are neither apathetic nor ignorant of the issue
and legislation that effect all of us as students.
If any house would like to know the exact amount
of school tax they are paying, please contact either
Kelly or Matt in the Student Senate Office.
For more information write to or call:
Rep. Richard Grodin
Chair; County and Municipal Government Committee
Suite 211
Legislation Office Building
Concord, NH
telephone: 271-3317 /3318

Kelly Jenkins is the vice president of the Delta
Zeta sorority and Matt Mayberry is a student in the
' Division of Continuing Education.
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Arts _& Entertainment
Harold & Maude

By Stephen Utaski

There's an unwritten ~ule in
Hollywood that if a play · is
successful on stage then it can
probably be transformed into
an equally successful movie_"Harold and Maude," written
by Collin Higgins, breaks that
industry standard. It was a hit
movie when released in 1971
and has been a cult classic ever
since.
After writing the successful
screen version, Higgins then
penned the theater version
which is now in production at
the Portsmouth Academy of
Performing Arts through March
fifth.
If you've somehow managed
to miss seeing "Harold and
Maude" over the last several
years either on stage or screen
it's the story of a young ma~
(Harold) who can only get
at~en~ion from his mother by
feignmg death. While Harold
is grappling with his infatuation
with death, staging several of
his own suicides, and contending
with his mother's attempts at
finding him a girlfriend, he
meets an elderly woman
(Maude) with whom he becomes friends. Maude's lust for
life captivates Harold who
slowly comes to terms with his
own existence.
Adapting this story onto the
stage is no easy task considering
the seemingly realistic suicides
which have to be staged, but the
Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts not only took the
challenge but, on most accounts,
succeeded.
Boston actor Chuck Rose
portrays the death-bent Harold.
Although in the early scenes his
voice carries a slightly overanimated iilt for someone so

cons~med with dying, he eventually finds his feet and portrays
a convincing Harold.
Maude is the slightly less
dynamic half of the duo. She
del~vers a convincing semisemle old lady, but at times too
convincing: she missed lines
frequently. If you can overlook
that and her cement-thick Manchester accent, then her
aloofness--which is oddly reminiscent of Larry Bud Mellman
from David Letterman fame-becomes down-right likable.
Other highlights of the cast
include Fred Bresser who portrays the comely priest who·
presides over the funeral at
which Harold .and Maude meet.
UNH student Christine Conn~rty provides probably the
biggest laugh of the evening
with her role as Nancy Mersch,
one of the girls that Harold's
mother attempts to set him up
with. Harold's mother played
by Sandy Garland Bull is suitably
annoying; if she was my mother
I too may have attempted suicide.
"
Eileen Rogosin, who also
directed "Ah! Wilderness" for
the Bow Street Theater, does
a good job of utilizing every
square inch of the stage space
to bring Harold and Maude to
life. This is a good thing because
watching a play at the PAP A
theater is like sitting on the rim
of a cup and trying to watch
what's going on at the bottom.
Figuring out the blocking at the
pint-sized theater surely must
have been a logistical nightmare. Sitting as close to center
stage as possible is recomednded
to catch most of the action. As
for the suicides, I think Hollywood definitely has them beat
in this department but that
ofcourse, was expect~d.
'

Carol Aronson
Rising Light, Descending Night, 1988
oil oq canvas, 30" x 74"

From the exhibition, Faculty Review:
Aronson, Drumheller, Searls McConnell
January 24 - March 5, 1989.

~ee story, page 21.

"Baby" iS CruelSatil'e

Susan Clausen, who played
a recurring figure in the child's favorites.
Karen Merk, as the overbearThey say the pen is mightier life, said "the characters are so ing nanny, explained that Dubizarr~
and
so
unlike
us,"
yet
than the sword. If so satire
rang's women are not stereowhen executed properly'. is ofte~ t?ey hit ~he deep, often appal- typed. Rather they are
ling,
feelings
we
hide.
the strongest weapon an author
"At times I wondered 'What's individuals "given all types of
has.
the
matter with the audience? dimensions."
Starting out as a farcical look
"There's so much human
at parenthood, Baby with the Why aren't they laughing ' "
nature being examined--it's an
Clausen
said,
but
they
w~re
Bathwater quickly reroutes into ·
attack on everything. I don't
a dark glimpse of distorted thinking about something said think anything is singled out."
moments
ago.
priorities and superficial qualIn directing the play, RichThe main injustice inflicted
ities that have become a stamp
man said he used Durang' s
apon
th_e
child,
named
Daisy,
of 80s.
"distorting mirror" image.
~hrisfopher Durang's play, was berng brought up as a
"I built on the idea of the
~emale
when
biologically
Daisy
.
berng performed by the UNH
distorting mirror by making
is
a
male.
Theater Department in the
_Daisy's mot~er, played by some of their behavior as bizarre
Hennesey Theater, is a fine
Diana
Nadeau, is an emotional and extreme as possible." He .
example of powerful satire.
pointed to the mother's role
~sing biting caricature, Durang light switch, going from hot to saying he "made her characte;
cold
and
back
again
within
a
illus~rates warped ideals hargo through a lot of physical
bored deep within our struc- three-second time span. John, transformations."
his
father,
is
no
match
for
her
tured society. With this form,
The play's cruelty often
extreme characters drive his roller coaster domination and shocked an unsuspecting ausoon
retreats
into
the
numbing
points home.
dience, and Richman acknowl"We' re talking about savage comfort of a bottle of vodka.
edged that Durang's "complex
Reality
loses
all
coherency
for
comedy," David M. Richman,
relationship between the auasst. professor of theater and John, and, in turn, he loses any
dience and the play" is one
emotional
contact
with
his
son.
the play's director, said during
reason he hasn't reached the
a panel discussion on the Baby
. ''I've never,experienced emo- amount of success he deserves .
with the Bathwater.
"As Nanny, I have to laugh
The discussion, held W ednes- tional extremes like this," Diana watching what John does to
day in the MUB, was organized Nadeau, filling the mother's Daisy," Merk said. "Then as
for Women's History Week and role, said.
"There's very few characters Karen, I think 'that's sick.' "
included cast and crew of the
"It's done in humor so that's
to
really like in satire," Richman
play. Richman explained Duthe
way I deal with it."
rang deliberatley distorts and said. "I think the play is pulling
_Lippy L~zar, in the Daisy role,
for
you
to
pull
for
Daisy."
~akes his characters outrageous
Richman said Durang ends said he tned to maintain some
rn order to make us think.
on
a hopeful note by convincing feminity in the character even
Bathwater deals with "the exus
that
"even though there will after he discovers his true sex.
pectations and demands that
"Most of the lines are loaded.
be
pr~blems,
there is hope" as
men and women place on each
You just have to play the truth,"
Daisy
is
able
to
embrace
his
own
other."
Lazar said. "You have to overThe outline is a simple one. child.
come a lot of prejudices to play
"Durang
wants
us
to
like
the
· A young couple has a baby and
these parts."
we follow the child's develop- characters who are able to
"Society has not allowed us
embrace
both
sexualities,"
Richment into adulthood. But all
to
let men be feminine," Nadeau
-simplicity ends there. The real man said. He wants us "to like
said. The absense of male role
to
respect,
and
finally
to
admir~
story is how the child survives
· models, Nadeau felt, "was inbeing brought up by lunatic these types of characters" while tentional... that was another
asking
"questions
about
our
own
neurotics. '/
element to create more confuHarold (Chuck Rose) is introduced to a potential girlfriend
"This play made me think families; what we expect from sion."
our
families."
by his meddlesome mother (Sandy Garland Bull).
·
very seriously ab~ut what parRichman said with satire "it's
Relating to women's issues,
ents expect from their children
a very fine line between glee-and
Durang
works
to
remove
gender
· and what thildreri expect from
boundries, but still plays no despair."
their pijrents," Richman said.
By Joanne Marino

-
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Coo kin ' Can nib als
Fine Young Cannibals
The Raw and The Cooked
I.R.S. Records .
By Arthur Lizie
Fine Young Cannibals ' The
Raw and The Cooked is a rare
creature: an intelligent dance
LP. It's got enough beat to keep
your feet moving, and enough
wit, at least musically, to keep
_your mind engaged. The quintessential mind-bod y experience?
The focal, or 4rather vocal,
point of Fine Young Cannibals
is Roland Gift. Gift has the type
of voice, a soulful, expressive
mixture of Nat King Cole and
Harry Wayne Casey (that's K.C.
from The Sunshine Band), that
people either love or hate on
first listen. And, if it's the latter,
a shift to the former is very
unlikely to occur. Fine Young
Cannibals' success depends on
the public's evaluation of Gift:
If you like Gift's voice, then
you'll like the Cannibals; if you
don't it's doubtful you can stay
in the same room while one of
the band's songs is on the radio.
Gift not only has a unique
voice, but he's got good looks
and acting talent. He appeared
in Sammy and Rosie Get Laidand will be next be seen in
Scandal, a film about the Profumo affair, a British politicalsex affair that puts our piddling
Hart-Rice incident to shame.
Gift has a lovely, rovely career
ahead of him in either music or
movies.
While Gift's unique voice and
good looks garner him the lion's
share of the press activity, the
unsung hero behind the Cannibals is David Steele. Steele,
who, along with drummer Andy
Cox used to anchor down the
rhythm for the English Beat,
is the man who makes the music
go bang, to appropria te a
phrase. Steele runs the show
from behind the scenes with
•s imple but appropria te keyboard runs and . synth fills,

I

1--

s~appy bass lines-, and ever
important drum programs .
Without Steele there ain't no
Fine Young Cannibals.
The Raw and The Cooked
offers a steady, heady mix of
dance tracks and soul ballads.
Of the ten tracks only one
disappoints. Highlights include:
"Good Thing" (from Tin Men),
a Motown-ish keypoard oriented
tune; ' Tm Not Satisfied," a
never-stop, multi-layered dance
track; "Don't Let It Get You
Down," a rhythmic throwback
to the late seventies featuring
a screeching Gift Prince-lik e
falsetto; and "She Drives Me
Crazy," the first single, a likeable
tune with vocal phr:asings that
recall early, tolerable Robert
Palmer.
The record has only two
drawbacks . The first is David
Z's (Prince, Sheila E.) extensive
multi-laye red production . It's
okay to build up a rhythm base,
but it's dangerous to cross th e
line when technical appeal
outshines musical appeal (an
occasion al Pr O b 1em with
Prince); as Donna Summer and
Barbra Striesand once said,
enough is enough (no more
tears).
The second drawback is the
cover of The Buzzcock's "Ever
Fallen In Love." One of the
major premises of the Buzzcocks
was a form of minimalism ; the
thick production is totally unfaithful to the spirit of th e
original song. Pick up the original Buzzcock disc a nd make
Pete Shelley happy.
Although it's early in the year,
The Raw and The Cooked is an
early contender for best of the
year lists. But, as can be seen
in the Oscar nominations, if you
release any artistic product at
this time of the year you can
write off any recognition come
next December /January. Not
like the mea-theads on the Grammy committee would ever nominate a band like Fine Young
Cannibals ...

Fine Young Cannibals: David Steele, Roland Gift, Andy Cox.

Easterhouse Bores

By John Turner
Easterhou se is a one man
band now. The singer, Andy
Perry, writes the songs and plays
most of the music, with a little
help on guitar and drums. Since
its inception in 1982, Easterhouse has released two LP' s and
two EP's, including this LP,
Waiting For the Redbird. On
the other disks, however, Easterhouse was a band. Now it's
Perry alone. This would be
great, fine, whatever, except
that it's not. There's not much
going on here at all. I mean,
there has to be something
distinct about a record to make
it distinguishable, right?
Nothing happens with the
music--ch ords dori't change
meaningfu lly & rhythm stagnates into a sort of Thompson
Twins-ish monotony . It kind
of goes "tum-tum -tum-tum "

throughou t e·ach of the songs.
Nothing mixes thar tum-tum
business ever, and each of the '
turns gets equal emphasis. On
a full length LP, that's an awful
lot of turns for this reviewer to
digest.
Lyrically, Pe,:-ry is concerned
with politics and revolution. I'm
all for revolution , but I don't
think this record will help
expand too many minds into
revolution ary states. This call
to arms is absolutely direct (and
unobjectio nable) but not commanding. I was not stretched
or riveted or even filled with
guilt for sins of the past. Occasionally, the lyrics do themselves proud: "A nation of
shopkeepe rs/Become s a nation
of stockbrok ers./Every one's a
fortune seeker/Do ing bingo in
the papers." Mr. Perry is doing

himself a disservice by hiding
his wit amid a sea of boring lines
and worse music. The guy can
sing pretty well, he writes good
lyrics when he wants to AND
he has a major label record deal.
What's he waiting for?
There are a couple of musical
bright spots. "Stay With Me
(Death on the Dole)" is graced
by lovely guitar splashes from
Neil Taylor. "Come Out Fighting" is pretty spunky, as is
"Sweatsho p." Still there's nothing I really get behind on this
record. Perry needs a good
collaborato r to write his music
for him. He then needs to get
tougher on himself with the
lyrics. Finally, somebody' d better explain to him about that
thud beat thing. You list(:n to .
the beat he employs and you
start to dread the songs.

1---- ==-- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- --

ByMaccA~~!£ello Sharp As Ever

Over two years is just much of the best kind (Costello?
too long to wait for a new Elvis Diatribe?) , which determine.s
Costello album. I~'s a good thing that "You're nobody in this
that Spike, his new album on town 'til everybody thinks you' re
his new label (\X' arner Bros.), .:1 bastard." Could the "town"
is among his greatest works to rn the song be the music busdate. The musical diversity and iness in general? Or England's
lyrical maturity that was ex- music business? You make the
plored on 1986's masterpie ce call. The second cut, or diatribe;
King of America comes to full is an indictmen t of the lynch
fruition on Spike, as Costello mob mentality that often accomtakes on all comers and emerges panies capital punishmen t (remember Bundy's "fry-day").
unscathed.
Two of the album's tunes
One of the most noticeable
aspects of Spike is the extended were co-written by former
use of English/Ir ish instrumen- Wings frontman Paul McCarttation and the enormou s ney; perhaps not coincidentally,
number of guest musicians who they are two of the most sprightlend their talents. Paul McCart- ly and upbeat songs in the
ney, Roger McGuinn, Benmont collection. "Veronica " weaves
Tench (of the Heartbreak ers), the tale of an old woman looking
Steve Wickham (of the Water- back on the loves of her life and
boys ), Jim Keltner, Christy " Pads Paws and Claws," a
Moore, Chrissy Hynde, and The portrait of, for lack of better,
Dirty Dozen Brass Band all turn a wanton she-devil.
One of the album's standout
up, in addition to the perennial
Costello aide-de-ca mp T-Bone tracks is "God's Comic," a
brilliant conceit in which CosBurnett, who also co-produced.
tello assumes the character of
The diversity of musical styles
a hack comic who dies and goes
calls to mind The White Album.
end
to meet God, whom he finds
not
does
n
The compariso
reading dime novels, listening
at musical diversity; they are
to Andrew Lloyd Webber ("I
also both great albums.
prefer the one about my Son,"
Someone recently said ro me
he comments ), and wondering
that, like Dylan, nothing Cosif perhaps he should have given
tello does surprises him. It is
the world to the monkeys. The
a valid compariso n to makeamusing lyrics are set against
both have demonstra ted that
a slinking, music hall-ish tune
they are ready to go anywhere,
that would be at home in The
musically and lyrically, and
Threepenny Opera.
usually able to pull it off- because
There are three cuts on the
Costello, more than any other
album that particularl y struck
so-called "new Dylans," is a
me for the beauty of their
legitimate heir to Dylan's manmelody; the lyrics of all three
tle of the dominant song writer
are markedly different, howevadd
only
can
Spike
of his era.
"Tramp the Dirt Down" is
er.
Cham~r
claim.
this
Prague
to
The
with
performed
Menuhin
Jeremy
Pianist
biting (even by
incredibly
an
with
off
kicks
album
The
Orchestra on Monday. See story, page 21.
Elvis' standards) look at Mar"This Town," a Costello diatribe

garet Thatcher, who, Costello
sayst has made England "the
whore of the world." The melody is so insinuatin gly lovely
that the violence of the message
comes through even clearer.
Like Dylan with his "Masters
of War," Costello wants to live
long enough to stand on the
grave of Thatcher and "tramp
the dirt down." "Any King's
Shilling," features lush Irish
instrument ation and a touching
lyric about a plea to a soldier
nor to heed his call up, t0 borrow
a phrase; "Stay at home if you
know what's good for you/For
if you don't what will become
of you/Just isn't worth any
king's shilling." In addition to
the beauty of the lyrics and
melody, Costello delivers an
extraordin ary vocal. It is a
brilliant song. The last of the
three is the lovely and Van
Morrison-ish "Deep Dark Truthful Mirror."
The cover of Spike features
Costello's garishly made up
grinning face in harlequin 's
paint, mounted on a plaque,
above the inscriptio n "The
Beloved Entertaine r." Costello
is doubtless being wilfully ironic,
but there is no reason why, after
12 years of remarkably consistent, brilliant work he shouldn't
be a beloved entertaine r. In a
letter in these pages last year,
some woefully misinform ed
bonehead had the gall to call
Costello a "writer of three
minute love songs." Everything
he has done in his career refutes
this; no one working in the
business in the last decade or
so can surpass him. Spike confirms that his talent is still razor
sharp.
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Facui ty Art Exhibit
spiritually evocative presence
of compositions like ''Blackbird
Contemplating the Holy Picture," is sometimes reminiscent
of Wassily Kandinsky's, but
more fluid, and less hard edged.
This is a fine collection of work;
it is both challenging and rewarding, and it left me wanting
only to see more of the earthenware manifestations of these
works on paper. ·
Carol Aronson's large paintings also offer rewards for the
viewer, but they are far from
intellectually challenging. Completed during an extended stay
on the island of Culebra in
Puerto Rico, the paintings are
mostly panoramic views, sunrises, sunsets. They are accompanied by brief diary entries
describing the artist's feelings
of changing awareness in the
exotic setting. "Landscape has
been my door to freedom," she
says, and under the spell of the
island she has let " pleasure
guide her brush." These feelings
are manifested in a certain
potential energy that is visible
just below the surface of works
like "Rising Light, Descending
Night." Balancing this energy
is Ms. Aronson' s nearly virtuoso
brushwork and her lush colors
which combine to produce a
sensually loaded canvas. Her
paintings are also accompanied
by a series of small wooden boxassemblages which contain
some painted surfaces, pieces
of glass, porcelain, coral and
small paint brushes. U nexplained and seemingly inexplicable, these objects obviously
ave personal significance for
the artist- Presented as they are
however, they represent a rather

confusing attempt at conceptual art, and they distract from the
brilliance and clarity of the
paintings.
Now, remember the knight
and the ice cream sundae?
Here's where it's important .
The work of the Art Department's newest faculty member,
Grant Drumheller is simply
ambiguous. Anonymous male
nudes 'fight' in a work (in
progress) called "Battle," and
in another piece similar nudes
came a horse in the surf. These
canvases are big, almost too big
for the gallery. Are they supposed to be Heroic? Monumental? Mythical? Except in sheer
size, they are none of these. Mr.
Drumheller seems to be painting the nude for no particularly
expressive reason, but simply
for its own sake. Compounding
the problem of indefinite subject
· matter is a painting technique
that lacks the force of conviction. Although they are embroiled in gruelling tasks, the
figures are rendered softly, and
feel almost as amorphous as the
Grant Drumheller
clouds in the background. Far
Tamers, 1988
Horse
more successful are the artist's
100" x 78"
canvas,
on
oil
smaller sketches and studies.
Rendered in quicker, more lively
strokes, and with bolder colors,
· these works have an energy and
appeal that are sadly lacking in
the larger ones.
Ice cream and armor aside,
this art is all worth viewing and
it shows the tremendous diver- By Patrik Jonsson
ductor Yehudi Menuhm - Jomect
sity of visions and influences
Czechoslovakia is the one the orchestra for Mozart's Piano
in the faculty of the Department country behind the iron-curtain Concerto No. 20 in D minor,
of the Arts. Don't take my word where Communism has always K. 466. This cqncerto is built
for it though; go to the Paul been the least welcome, and on switch-hitting sections, the
Creative Arts Center and see
where Gorbachev' s Perestroika piano and orchestra performing
for yourself.
has taken root the firmest. The mostly separately, only occacharacter of this Eastern Euro- sionally fusing together. Mepean country can be felt in the nuhin - who owned the same
novels of Milan Kundera (The handsomeness as the young
Unbearable Lightness of Being, Mozart in the film Amadeus Laughable Loves, etc.) and, more meshed well with the Czechs.
close to home, in the Prague National - and ig.eological Chamber Orchestra that visited characteristics definitely did not
Durham Monday night · with mar the performance; MenuAmerican pianist Jeremy Me- hin's silky interpretations of
the master's lines paralleled
nuhin.
The Prague performs without beautifully the Prague's free
a conductor. There is no Big readings. In the Rondo, the
Brother here. No dictator. Each orchestra plunked down some
of the 36 musicians - strings, powerchords through the piano's thematic conclusion; this
percussionists, wind players carries his (there were no hers) was followed by a single reown weight. There was a spirit corder melody played over Meof quiet revolution in the way nuhin's solo.
On Hearing The First Cuckoo
these men played, of confidence
and daring - defining factors in Spring, by Frederick Delius,
in the Czech character. In Kun- is a passionate, lingering piece
de ra' s Unbearable Lightness, that accentuated how well the
Tomas, the main character, orchestra worked as one unit.
refuses - at the cost of his job Though less energetic than the
- to retract an anti-Communist Mozart, the Delius, with its
article he wrote. Czechs despise Scandinavian roots, used the
restrictions. And the members whole orchestra in one sweep. of the Prague put no restrictions ing motion: a long, deep breath; .
on themselves. Each let his a slow exhalation.
"That is a fragment of Italy.
genius free. The result was a
performance rarely equalled in Do you not see the moon shina town as far out of the reach ing and the pretty girls dancMaryse Searls McConnell
the international music scene ing," Mendelssohn said ,about
of
Blackbird Contemplating the Holy Picture, 1988
his Symphony No. 4 in A major,
-as Durham, N.H.
pastel, 12" x 20"
The tone of the Prague was, Op. 90 ("Italian"). And its jovial
overall, warm. U nrigid. Voices overtones and jazzy, slowed-tocoincided with each other in- a-heartbeat bass line brought
stead of trying to reach an us to the sunny hills of Italy. The
From the exhibition, Faculty Review:
individual superiority and pre- pretty girls. But it was the
Aronson, Drumheller, Searls McConnell
ciseness. Sergei Prokofiev's Prague Chamber Orchestra
January 24 - March 5, 1989.
Symphony No. 1 in D major, which, through the simple meOp. 25 - built on sweet, mur- chanics of strings and wood and
muring strings - began as a curved tubing, flew us north
showcase for the orchestra's from there, over Yugoslavia and
capabilities. The warmth of the into a country where freedom
woodwinds suspended the state- has never left the hearts of its
The University Art Galleries are located in The Paul Creative Arts Center. The Gallery hours ly strings; cellos' full notes people - not since Prague was
are: Monday - Wednesday, 10-4; Thursday, 10-8; Saturday and Sunday, 1-5. They will closed off the Larghetto; Pro- taken in 1968 - and where the
kofiev's high-minded theme results of a silent , insistent
be closed Fridays and University holidays. For further information call 862-3712.
returned in the Finale: but revolution is now being expressed through ar t , through
quicker, soaring.
Menuhin - the son of con- free individuals.

By Rob Corser
American novelist Kurt Vonnegut once described an art critic
expressing his distaste as being
like someone who "puts on a
full suit of armor to attack a hot
fudge sundae or a banana split."
Please keep this image handy
while I present my thoughts
about the Faculty Review show
currently on display in the
downstairs portion of the University Art Gallery.
Each year, the Gallery features the work of UNH's studio
art faculty members who have
returned from sabbatical, or who
are new to the Department of
the Arts. This year's offerings
are from veterans Maryse Searls
McConnell and Carol Aronson,
and newcomer Grant Drumheller.
The show's highlight is the
collection of dynamic abstract
compositions by Ms. Searls
McConnell. These small works
are mostly rendered in pastel
and ink on paper, though one:
"Separation" is also translated
into an earthenware format that
breaks free from its flat and
rectilinear boundaries. The artist describes her process of
abstraction as one of "transparent collage" and her compositions, she says, "contain vast
space in an undetermined time,
attempt to make order from the
chaos of the present, and connect the past with the future."
Although I must admit missing
the ordering and connecting
as peers, her works were nonethe-less captivating for their
dream-like images that float and
- swirl on richly tactile surfaces
of often vibrant color. The
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The ·addition of a shuttle stop at the
Undergraduate Apartment Complex (U.A.C.)
was approved at Sunday night's meeting. It
will be running 7am - 10pm Monday through
Thursday and 7am - 5pm on Friday.

I.

Senate approved a MUSO proposal for a
debate between Peter C. James and Philip Agee
on Cuba and Central America, and the treat
they may pose to the U.S. It will take place on
April 10th at 7pm in the Granite State Room.

.

~················································~
~
HOUSING , i
'

: APPLICATIONS

]

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

February 27
February 28
March 1

Week of

March 6

Residential Halls and U.A.C. budgets will
be coming up this week. Anyone interested is
welcome to attend the Student Senate meeting
this coming Sunday.

I

--------------

·~~~~~~........
\······························~················
A - G applications due
8:30am - 3:30pm

H - P applications due
Q - Z applications due

8:30am - 3:30pm
8:30am - 7:00pm

Housing information
and lottery results
distributed .

.

Stoke
Hall

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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JIMMY'Z LYCRA STRETCH
TOPS & BOffOMS
BLACK & FLUORESCENT

--10% OFF SATURDAY
February 25th

tEACH VOllEYEALl SAtlEOARl)fNe;
·wA1ERSKttNc; E01)Y£0AR1)fNG
SURF fNe; SKA1EEOAR1)fNe;

SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, SANDALS,
SNEAKERS, SWIMSUITS, ACTIVE APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES

R·IEFER'S EAST SURF & SPORT 161 Portland Ave, Dover, NH 03820
(603) 743-4763
open saturday, 10 am - 6 pm
In the Phi/brook 's Sport Center across from the Dover Ice Arena
Visa, Master Card, American Express welcome
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Death in Heaven - A Compani on

by Jeff Harris

LI55[N UP_! us
flER.E AT TH£ N.R.A.
HAVE HAD JT WIT!-/
THI5 GUN CONTROL

CRUDOLA!
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tickets .are going on SALE for
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Spike the Belov ed Enter tainer
better kno,u1n as:

...

ELVIS COSTELLO
with special guest _

NIC K LOWE
Tickets available at the MUB ticket office ...
Studen ts ·$10 Non-S tudent s $15

◄

~

,~
••J
~

~7

Ii There is a limit of 4 tickets per person.
Ii All sales on the first day are st_udents only.
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM
by Mike Peters

IMSTHeRONA
MON~~NJP
M't J.leART

sroor, STT/,,L, t!1
111

.,_.._~,._--=-------,,

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes·

by Berke Breathed
-----....

BLOOM COUNTY

HAVlmt

Despondent over his flash-in-the-pan music career
that spawned only one hit single, Frosty ended up
destitute , spending the last of his royalties on cheap
alcohol that would eventually turn his mind to slush .

Superguy ·

by Kurt Krebs
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¥STU DENT. AW ARD S NOM IN ATIO NS
This is your opportunity to recognize outstanding
students at the University of New Hampshire. Nomination
forms are available from and should be returned to the
Student Awards Committee, Dean of Students Office, 208
Huddleston Hall. -

i( CLASS OF 1~9 PRIZE

.
"to that senior with the highest ideals of good citizenship"
(Includes $50.00)

i(

DEAN WILLIAMSON AWARD
"to that senior who has been outstanding and well rounded in extracurricular
activities, scholarship, athletics, and loyalty to the Universtiy"
·
(Honors Award. Minimum 3.2 average)

~ DECESARE SCHOLARSHIP

"to that junior or senior presenting a demonstrated involvement in service
to others, leadership, scholarship, and athletics"
(2 awards of $500.00)

*

ERSKINE MASON AWARD
"to that senior who is disting_uished for most consistent progress and
achievement"
(Honors award. Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $50.00)
, _
HELEN DUNCAN JONES AWARD
"to the sophmore woman showing the greatest promise of outstanding
achievement in American citizenship, leadership, and scholarship" The student
should be earning all or part of her way through school.
(Honors award. Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $100.00)

~ PARENTS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP

"to that sophmore and junior demonstrating high academic achievement,
involvement in and contribution to the University community, activity i'n
community service, and the overall ideal of a well-rounded student"
(Scholarship is $1000.00 per student)

)f GOV. WESLEY POWELL SCHOLARSHIP

"to that undergraduate student having an expressed interest in public service
_as demonstrated through course of study, quality of scholarship, and extra
curricular activities both on and off campus" Student must have a financial
aid application on file for current year.
(Scholarship is $1000.00)

NOMINATION DEADLINE: MARCH 17, 1989

•••
•
••
•••••••
•••••••
•••••••
•: Do You Need Money :•
·

:

:

for

:

SPRING BREAK?

:

:
•

the total proceeds of the
raffle

:
•

••
: $$$$$ $$$$$ $$$$:
•:
•
50/50 raffle tickets
:
•
3 for $1.00
•
•
•••
••
Winner will receive half of

••

••:
e

•••
:
e

Drawing will be held on

THURSDAY, MARCH 9th
Tickets being sold by student
members of ACHE
(American College of Health Care Executives)

••:
•
•••
:
•

••
••
:
:• !! BUY YOURS TODAY !! •
....... ....... ....... .......
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Think now about being involved

next year in student senate.
For More Info Call 862-1494
ask for
STEVE RODERICK or
. JOHN CAMPBELL
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: -OVERSEE 12 STUDENT-RUN
· ORGANIZATIONS
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Congratulation s
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To the Spring of 1 989 ·
PLEDGE CLASS

Acacia
Kevin Barnes
Andy Bronson
Erik Dufresene
Pat Early
Tony Gatta

Andy Girard
Todd Kress
Scott McQulilkin
Graham Poag
Kevin Morrisette

WATCH FOR OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS
Monday
~ Tuesday
Small Cheese $2.00
"e.Ji '1H f/1111,

~

Large Cheese $4.00

oua Jt W,JJ, 2t 7..tU.f ww f/111, .AC4ile"

For Prompt Deliveries ... 868-2224

From 5:00pm to Close
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CLA SSI FIE D·
FOR SALE
STEREO RECEIVER Technics SA - 111 .
Excellent condition $50: Dave rm 249 862 4563.
UNH Police Car V-8 302 fuel injected
engine. Has all cop features. $1250 or b.o.
Call John at 868-3698.
1984 Chev. Cavalier Wagon , Stereo, 5speed , excellent condition, no rust or
corrosion, needs new rear tires . $1,000
or best offer. Call Rick days 862 - 1550 or
evenings after 7:00 926-9342.
1981 Subaru Station Wagon new engine,
well taken care of, good shape, 8 .0. 4368746.
1985 Honda Interceptor 500, Red White
and Blue, Excellent condition , $1600 or
8.0. 868-2531.
1985 Buick Skylark only 21 ,000 miles. Like
new, includes 6 cyl, auto , 4dr, air. One
owner. Quick sale at $4995. 659-3281 Troy.
'84 VW Rabbit GTI, .new shocks, struts, tires .
(P-6's), brakes, paint. No rust. Asking
$2995. or B.O. 7 49-6220 eve. 868-2009
·
days. ask for Denis.
1982 VW Diesel Rabbit LS, 4 door hatchback Excellent condition . 5 speed, air
conditioning, block heater, stero/ cassette.
Call 271-2910 (days) or 742-8507 (eves.)

Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports , etc . Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates , quick - return.
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.

D&C, you guys are the greatest! we'll never
forget all the fun this weekend . Thanks.
You two mean the world to us. Love you ,
TVT.

Horse boarding now available at DeMeritt
Hill Farm on Route 155 in Lee. New stables.
Only 3 miles from campus. Full board for
$200 per month. Call Bill at 868-2134 or
Steve at 868-1480. Evenings best. Keep
trying.

Charlie, I have a futon AVAILABLE , will
you come??

Typing / Word Processing, Professional
quality, reasonable rates. Spelling accuracy
included. Call 742-2037, Dover.
Need a band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll . Jason : 7 42-1858, Doug : 7 433505.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ...... feel free
to call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee:
Denise Connors, Nursing Dept. 862-3405
Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean of Students
Office 862-2050
Les Fisher, English Dept. 862-1313
Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities
862-1524
Susan Franzosa, Dept. of Education 8622376
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office
862-2050

Hey boys want to go for a ride? 1978 Toyota
Celica ST. Runs great, mechanically sound,
well-maintained, plenty of room in the back
seat. $1200 or best offer. Call the K-woman
868-3744.
1984 GMC 3/ 4 Ton 4 x 4 pick up, 8 ft.,
Fisher, Red, lots of Xtras, runs well, $7,000.
Call Glenn at 862-4435.'

HOLIStNc;
Hampton Beach - 3 bedroom house ,
winterized . $475/month. 926-4215. September 1989- May 1990.
DURHAM ROOM RENTAL- EASY WALKING DISTANCE. NO SMOKING, NO KITCHEN. $195/mo. INCLUDES UTILITIES
868-1042, 868"-3296 AVAILABLE NOW

I-BP UIM8)
Phone sales days and evenings starting
pay $5.00 an hour plus bonus. Call 7433771 for details.

Overseas jobs. $900-2000 mo. Summer,
Yr. round , All countries, All fields. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-NH01, Corona Del
Mar CA 92625
Work Study Job at the Exeter Public Library
$6 . per hour. Shelving, shelf reading and
other tasks. Located in Downtown Exeter
on the KariVan Route.
Responsible, experienced woman looking
for summer and fall housing. Interested
in babysitting or cleaning for room/board
or some other arraingement. Great ref-.
erences. Please call Jamie at 868-1269.
Fine residential camp for girls in Vermont
seeks women counselors/instructors, midJune through mid-August . Gymnastics,
tennis, sailing, riding, canoeing, waterfront,
ceramics, arts and crafts, fieldsports ,
tripping insturctors. Also secretary. Great
training for prospective teachers and 0: · : : ,. ;
who desire to work with children . Academ ic
credit available. Non-smokers, good char..!c ter and love of children . Call or write
i..ochearn Camp, Box 500 , Post Mills, VT
05058. (802) 333-4211 .
SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS .. .OVER 5,000
OPENINGS! NATIONAL PARKS, FORESTS, FIRE CREWS. SEND STAMP FOR
FREE DETAILS . 113 E. WYOMING, KALISPELL, MT 59901 .
WANTED: HELPER FOR HANDICAPPED
PERSON. ALTERNATE SATURDAYS .
$6.25. EASY WORK. GREAT BOSS. CALL
DAN AT 692-4764.

SERVICES
Skate Sharpening X-C Ski Rental- Durham
Bike 868-5634.

Hey ICEMAN! You have brightened my life
since the very first day you entered it. You're
so full of energy and always a JOY to be
around . I would never change what has
happened. You're the best11 Love always,
me.
David ... nevermind . But seriously , thank
you for the talk. Whenever you want to talk,
I'm here (and if I'm not, my other half it)
Remember thatl And stop all that nevermind
crap! I thought we got through that. You're
such a great guy and when you realize it
you 'll be happier. Love? & ?
Joe Leslie ...JOE LESLIE. .. Joe Leslie, HALL
DIRECTOR of the Lower Quad?!?!?!!! ARE
YOU READING THIS??? Hunter 2nd floor
hopes you had an AWE.8OME birthday
(don 't worry, we won 't put how old you
REALLY are in this personal) ... do you need
a new prescription for glasses now after
reading all of our "proposals?" (Ha! No
pun intended!)
Kringies ... what happened on the ice the
other day? Hope it's not fractured too badly!
Hope you have an AWESOME weekend
in Maine! Get psyahed for Tuesday and
keep your finger crossed!
BW's 1,2, and 3: This week's WOTW (not ·
moto) is CODICIL. Look it up and use it
in good health. -JP
BW 2- I can't forget you! Have a blast this
weekend. -me

To the rabbit that likes hot chocolate: I
believe in you. The best of luck tonight.
The little Eskimo.
Mr. Rabbit: I almost forgot...in all fairy tales
the spells are broken at midnight. But if
you can find a rose the color of my dress,
the spell might last another hour, granting
us one last dance at one. LE.
LAPHOS: If your life's a banana, we've got
·appeal (bad joke stolen from Main Street
files)

BW 1 - Thanks for helping me out when my
car broke down. I really appreciate it. You're
a sweetheart! -JP
BW 3- Well , will she? I hope so! Maybe "we"
can have a cc cookie social tonight and
invite her over. We can rent a REAL movie
(Bull Durham) and chow all night. Whattaya
say? From the man who couldn 't fix your
car. (But he finally did)
Dundee-- I THINK YOU'RE HOT.
TO ART, NIGEL AND THE GANG-LET'S GO WILD THIS WEEKEND!!!

Bup, as the sun rises into dawn, a smile
crosses my lips as I know I will never be
- _Y_O_W_W_!!!_!!!_l_ov_e_,_e_l_ _ _ _ _ _ __
alone. I love.you. -Me
To the people writing Tanique personals.
Shannon-·irnd Tigger - Thanks for the
GET A LIFE. We know what your ploy iscleaning. We sure needed to be straightit's cheap . Love and kisses, Richard,
the
you're
,
you
love
We
little.
a
up
ened
Poopsie and the gang. P.S.- meet you at
best! Love Jodles and Me.
tanique?
Lo --my favorite brown haired roomie-I love you Carolyn!!I Love JTP
Here's the personal I promised. I'm glad
ARE My one and only Lucy. Love Jeff
You
yo u're not going to CT, cause I'd miss ya
"I'm Back! " What was that all about?" I
love bug. Maybe you'll have fun here( " oh
love you! Cak' Love JTP
TIM"). Love ya, Bop.
Toby, tonight you may sleep . Yet never
fe ar, the D.P.O .T.Q. (Daily Pick on Toby
Quota) has not been met for quite a while .
I just thought you might like to rest. Me.
Hey Debbie - Doo , Thanx to you Things
R Great cause UR in 208! LUV, " Bobbie
B"
Bhairavi. .. I'm making this one a little more
extensive!!I Are you excited?! Hal Thanks
for the yummy dinner you made Maria and
me! It was delicious! BOSTON GLOBETROTTERS ... here we come!!I
Kimberly Gail -- it's time to go on a P-Buster
cr uise, I think we 've been falling behind
and they're getting a little troublesome!
Some suggestions: red trucks, Asias, "that
frat." Whadda ya think? Love ya, B.
Yo. I need 50 dollars to make you holler,
'2{ PAID to do the WILDTHINGI
Here 's 5 bucks Charlie, thanks . Yes, I do
relaize it was an hour. Jack & Jill went up
the hill...what'd Jill come down with?
Hey yo. Got some bears for you here!
Sleeping well without them??! Wish we'd
had a cameral
In Adam 's Fall, we sinned all. Dammit.
Of course it was the best ever! ... it's been
5 months!!!
How'd that go Dave? Hickory Dickory Dock,
a girl was ... what???
Carolyn , Thank you tor being so wondertul.
I love yol.l'more than I can tell you!!I or show
you for that matter. But I'll do my best to
try!!! Hope you enjoyed them. All My Love,
JTP
There Jeffrey, ARE YOU HAPPY? That's
10. HA! Burned YOur ASS!
AHHHHHH, IT'S THE MAUVE MOM!
Tracy, I told you you'd be feeling better
by now, You Better Be! The Prophit.

P.S. Coke Cak!!!
I love you a Whole Big Bunch Kid!!! Love
Adult
IN FACT.
I miss you lots Lucyl!! Can I have a Kooss
Froom Yoo? Love Ya JTP

SCARED? ... BUT YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE ADVENTUROUS? NOW IS
YO UR CHANCE!II NHOC PARACHUTING
TRIP MAY 6th -JUM P FROM 3500 ft.
0-NT'T LIMIT YOU HIGHER EDUCATION
EXPERIENCES WITH ONLY BOOKS. STOP
BY THE NHOC OFFICE MUB RM 129 8622145 and GET INVOLVED ... OR CALL 7433427 AND ASK FOR JOHNNY D . AN
EXPERIENCE YOU'LL NEVER REGRETII
A night In Ye Olde English Manner. The
Gourmet Dinner, March 3, needs people
as captains, waiters. Interested? Call 74287.70
Lesbain support group: discuss common
problems, issues, and experiences in a
friendly, confidential atmosphere. Meetings
each Tuesday at 8:30 pm in The Health
Services Resource Room.
SPRING BREAK, .GREAT PRICE!! PARTY
IN FLORIDA, PANAMA/DAYTONA CALL
JONI 868-1637.
*SPRING BREAK• GREAT PRJCE. PARTY
IN FLORIDA, PANAMA/DAYTONA, $199$219. Call Joni 868-1637 or 659-3198.
J. Shepherd - Call me 4290 and save me
from Aristotle. P.S. My Watch?I
M - UP?!?! -

D

A night in Ye Olde English manner. The
Gourmet Dinner, March 3, needs people
as captains, waiters. Interested? Call 742.
8770
Cheeseburger- Master of all hanious
crimes.-Chic magnet-scoop monster. Have
a great 21st. LoveCathy.
Jen you are a FATHEAD and a CRACK
SMOKER!I your fav. roommate.
Tracy and Alex, your the best roomies in
the whole world! Smile were still triplets
and Daytona bound! Love your roomie
whose never home!

CARYN GRENIER You 're an awesome
friend ... and never forget itl Love Kristene
and Laura .
Exchange Application Deadline for San
Diego, Santa Cruz and National Student
Exchange: Friday, March 3. Info, Dean of
Student's Office 862-2050.
All Theta Chi Little Sisters- miss you all,
hope things are going great. All Delta Theta
Chi's - hope to meet you sometime. Good
luck. Jules.
Chris K - Just wanted you to know we both
love you and will always be there for you.
Theta Chi D.O.C.S.
A night in Ye Olde English Manner. The
Great Gourmet Dinner, March 3,4, needs
people as captains and waiters. Interested,
Call 7 42-8770.
Pam - Happy 22nd Birthday! Karen
Half and Jim - CONGRATULATIONS on
making Sigma Nu!!! GOOD LUCK pledging
guysI Call us sometime strangers. Congrats
aga in! We love you - Coll and Julie.
To the girls from the red house and the
guys from Stonegate that made my 21st
B-day really fun! Thank you all and I'll never
forget the dinosaur dance! Love, THETIS.
HELLO LITTLE MARIA! It's me again! I just
wanted to say hello again!
Miss Domestica, the couch that pulls out
into a bed, that comfortably sleeps two is
vacant this weekend!
. DCA - aka the Rubber Duckie - Thanks
for a great time Saturday Night. I hope we
have more nights like it. I'm getting psyched
to go to Florida. Love Clapton.
Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.
Sunday February 26 at 7 and 9::;o.
Here it is Jesse; 433- please call and we'll
do dinner. The suspence is killing me.

Erik your such a sweetie! I'm glad I found
you againl I love you -K-

Steph, '·There's something about you! "
"I can't explain." You know who.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DI! Now that you're
an old maid, are you going to ignore your
friends? Enjoy it while you can . - Your pals
in the Apt. 9 Igloo.

To Dave R the bouncer of the codfish .
Eventhough I kind ot know you enough to .
say hello, I wish I knew you better! Your
secret admirer.

Liisa , Liisa, leaning tower of Pizza! Just
wanted to make you smile todayl! Luv ya,
your old roomie.

Booths will be set up Friday March 3rd in
the dining halls and the MUB to collect your
donations for fast day. Please give to NH's
homeless and hungry. And while you're
there pick up a sponser sheet for April's
crop walk.

KB - Thanks for the last couple of weeks.
I've had a great time. I don 't think either
of us lost the bet in the long run, but you 're
paying for dinner.
A night in Ye Olde English Manner. The
Gourmet Dinner, March 3, needs people
as captians, waiters. Interested? Call 7428770
General , thanks for Saturday night, I had
a great time. Where did you run off to late
night? I didn't have time to thank you.
Suedog, good luck on your hunt, I'm sure
a girl like you will find someone fun to go
with.
Steve, Let's not call it a relationship .... How
about an adventure?

Friday March 3rd is Fast Day. Donating
even the price of ONE meal will help
somebody who really needs it.
Happy 21st Elise!! Love the sisters & Phi's
of Phi Mu.
To the person who took my blue LL Bean
jacket from ATO, please return it. I am very
co ld and very broke. It would mean a lot
to me--no qu·estions asked, ok? Thanks,
Melissa I. 862-4577 .
EBA PIG a Movado Watch and a personal
thats longer than one line1 Your girlfriend
must really love you! - Bimbo.
The OOMPA LOOMPAS are coming!

WANNA WACK ? (I know, its old , but the
offer still stands)
Lucy, I love you lots and lots and lots and
lots ... Love JTP

Kelly Collins

To the persons who found an affinity for
the red fuzzy bean bag from 1013 ... BE WARE' Return it or we will hunt you down,
hang you by y.our toe nails, remove your
clothing and cover your body with leaphes
and slugs.

is
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KELLEY , er'ouy emoclew. woh saw ruoy
keew? owl skeew ot noitacav!! od uoy iks?
yrros fi ym roolf dessarabme uoy ta rennid
tsal keew tnaw ot ees a eivom ( eilliw ankow)
rood gnihtemos siht dnekeew? esaelp etirw
kcab. D.J. DNEIRF
Best kept secret in Durham. Pettee Brook
Place! Good food , great prices. Next to
Scorpio's
ALL YOU CAN EAT SPAGHETTI, Wednesdays at Pettee Brook Place , next to
Scorpio's.
Need an unbiased ear? Call Cool-Aid for
confidential peer counseling. Hotline 8622293 and tapeline 862-3554. Open every
evening 3 pm to midnight.
Loving couple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can, please call us collect at (603) 4484329.
A night in Ye Olde English Manner. The
Gourmet Dinner, March 3, needs people
as captains, waiter. Interested? Call 742-

8770

CHALLEN GE ■ (continued from page 9 ) lished at UMO, URI, and at
most Ivy League schools, says
Gray. "UNH is one of the last
universities in the east to start
the program."
Senior Nights downtown and
other activities will continue
throughout the semester, for
all members of the class of '89
"even if they don't participate
in the Challenge," said Gray.
But beginning this Sunday
through March 2, senior class
"agents" and members of the

UNH Student Ambassador
Council will be conducting a
phone-a-thon to ask all seniors
to consider the pledge.
"By giving to the program,
you're not only helping the
university and its future students, but you' re enhancing the
value of your own degree by
improving the school," said
Gray. "And remember, you're
a student for four, maybe five
years, but you'll be a UNH
alumni for life."
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Letters
Crop Walk
To the Editor
I reached into my pocket and
pulled out $1.39 in change and
looked around Score-24 to see what
I could fill that feeling of hunger.
I thought maybe some Ho's Ho's
or Skittles, orange juice or a cup
of coffee and a doughnut or maybe
a beer. I stopped and remembered
faces I have seen on television in
the newspapers, and at shelt~rs
across the state. Their desire for
fullf illment filled my thoughts and
I put the change back in my pocket
and headed home. I put the change
in my coffee mug and sat down and
wrote this letter to try to lessen
those faces in my mind.
Next Friday, March 3, 1989 is the
UNH Fast Day to raise money for
~he Crop Wal~ Committee. Fast Day
is set up co_ raise _money for the Crop
Walk, wh1eh will take place April
1989. If you give up the price of
JUSt one meal and donate it to Crop
Walk you may be helping one less
unfortunate individual who needs
that meal. Friday I will take my
$1.39 and hand it in at lunch time
to benefit Crop Walk/Hunger
Banquet, April 6, 1989 and pick up
my sponsor sheet for the Crop
Walk. Sponsors can be anyone such
as your ·parents, family or friends
therefore the money can be collected
and more sponsors can be found
befo_r~ the Crop Walk in April
(addmonal forms can be picked up
at the Catholic Student Center
thr~:mgh Jean Wetherby). PanHellemc representatives will be in the
dining halls and the Mub Pub on
Friday at lunch time to collect
money and give sponsor sheets. The
collection boxes will also be handed
out and they are for you to save your
spare change to help the Hunger
B~nquet/Crop Walk. On Thursday
night, March 2, 1989 in Hamilton
Smith room 129 at 7 p.m. a game
of "Hunger Monopoly" will be
played to show anyone interested
what or maybe even how some
people struggle to starve off che
pangs of simple desire for food. If
you can not reach the collection
place, money and boxes can be
picked up/dropped off. at the Student Catholic Center to Jeanne
Wetherby 862-1310 at any time.
I urge you to think of ochers and
try to place if even a minor amount
into Crop Walk. This will help raise
Hunger Awareness and better our
society. We are the fortunate, we
are the young, strong adults and
to give so little as $1.39 the results
like a ray of sunshine over the fresh
horizon will brighten our whole
world.
Todd Delaney
Publicity Coordinator
Crop Walk Comm.

?,

Flagpole
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Haaland
I regret that I find it necessary
to write chis letter, but I feel that
under the circumstances I find
myself in now, that it leaves me no
choice.
This letter is my attempt to keep
this problem out of the courts. I
have searched for an answer but
cannot find one, except for' this
letter. Believe me when I write it
tears at my heart to find this·
necessary. My great grandfather,
Jacob Burton, six generations ago
donated land for a school to educate
the indians so they could-learn the
white man'.'s ways in order to survive
in thir world. That school in time
bec_ame Dartmouth College, of
which the. University is an extension of.
I _fin~ myself now trying to
~urvive m_ your world. I will not go
tnto detail as all the information
that concerns my situation is in the
University of N.H. System. All I
will say is that I got fired for other
reasons than what was stated on
the notice that told me I was
ter~inated immediately, that was
wrttten on February 1, 1989, and
I received in the mail on February
2, 1989. That was the day that I

found out that I was having trouble
with EPBA, as the secretary of the
surgeon who performed the operation that was needed because of 1
~n accident that happened on my
JOb at the Stillings Dining Hall on
the 6th of December 1988, because
of faulty equipment, and neglect
on managements judgement, called
me up that morning to tell me so.
The problem was that the State of
New Hampshire Worker's Compensation Commission For State
Employees has not made a decision
in my case yet. They still have not.
I find myself in need of justice
from the University, that could not
be found in the department of
Human Resources. I have spoken
to Empl. Mgr. Samuel Waugh and
to Empl. Relat. Spec. Deborah Carr
on this matter.
I was told that there was nothing
that could be done for me and that
~ did not have any resour~es except
m the court's system. I am hoping
that this will not be found to be
ne~essary. This is why I am bringing
this to your attention, now . .
Enclosed you will find a copy of
the letter that was sent co my home
Feb.?, ~989, by Julia Yates, Manager
of Stillings Dining Hall.
That was the end $0 far with the
University of New Hampshire as
far as they are concerned. But it is
nowhere the end of this matter as
far as I am concerned.
I wil(not tell you what I am about
to ?O in order to rectify the problem
I f rnd myself in. I do not know if
I will find relief, but I do make this
promise to GOD. I will try my best ..
and will be willing to pay the·
~re~test price in trying to find
JUStlCe.
I am going to demonstrate to the
students, staff and faculty on how
to have a demonstration that will
work. As far as I am concerned it
will be a peacefull one, on my part.
But I feel that it will be effective
in the end. I just don't know what
the pri_ce will be but I am willing
to pay it.
I have already checked with the
University Chief of Police, Mr.
Roger W. Beaudoin, on the rules
and regulations. I will abide by them ·
to the letter. But I cannot be held
responsible for the effects it will
have on the population of the
University or the newspapers.
I will hold it at the flag pole in
front of Thompson Hall. The time
will be 15 minutes before 12~00
n~)On_. It will last until the bells scop
rtngtng at NOON of that day. If
you are in your office you might be
able to see me from your window
where it will be warm.
I will try after that to do this every
day, except I will add 15 more
minutes each day. *** AND I AM
GOING TO TAKE AN ARTICLE
OF CLOTHING OFF EACH DAY
UNTIL I AM DOWN TO MY
RUNNING SHORTS, NO MATTER WHAT THE WEATHER
DECIDES TO GIVE ME FOR
THAT DAY!*** I will do this until
something stops me, either the law
of GOD by taking my life away, or
by man's law, by taking my liberties
away, or I will stop myself when
I find JUSTICE in my matter.
If this draws your attention and
ir_itere_st feel free to investigate my
simat10n throtigh the files of HUMAN Resources, or the files of the
HEALTH Center, in the system of
the UNIVERSITY of NEW HAMPSHIRE.
I am truly sorry that such steps
have to be taken. I pray that it will
not grow. And I ask my GOD not
to take my life in such a manner
as it will be very painful, cold and
long.
I must do what a man has to do
when he cannot bend anymore. I
must be broken. I just do not know
~~o will take the responsibility as
it is out of my hands now.
I forgive everyone that has had
a hand in causing me to take the
steps that are the only ones left for
me to take.
*** VERY TRULY AN AMERICAN***
Richard Albert St. Jean
~.S. I am al_ways open to suggest10ns, and if I can find one that
makes more sense than the one I
have, I will take it. I will ~ive

thoug ht to anybody who wanes co
help ~e to SUR ~IVE. I will give
anythmg a chance if I feel it is right
and honorable. But I will be the
judge in the end.
P.S.S Feel free to have copies made
of this letter, so as to spread the
word . As I feel chis is a HUMAN
ISSUE that could affect you in your
fut~re. And with GOD'S help maybe
I will be able to help you before it
even happens. Someone has to start
somewhere, sometime. I will with
GOD'S WILL.
_,

~

Dorm I

To the Edicor:
T~is letter is in response to
President Gordon Haaland' s Housing_Decision printed in the February
21 issue o~ The New Hampshire.
J\c~ordmg Gordon Haaland, his
decis10n to override the Ad Hoc
committee's recommendation was
"in the University's best interest."
We have strong reservations
about facts presented by Gordon
Haaland, regarding the following
statements:
(1) That site #5 (West of the
Railroad Tracks) has "the least
impact on program displacement."
Of the sites reviewed by the Ad
Hoc commit_tee, site #5 displaces
the _academic program ( equine
studies) located on the sites. Site
#lA, recommended by the Ad-Hoc
committee would displace a nonacade_mic, recreational/ athletic
funct10n--the women's practice
soccer field.
Our program is a graded, credited
effort. We receive much of our
instruction outside. It is our classroom. At the end of a two-semester
eight credit course, we, the instruc~
tors class, receive a certification
for instruction.
(?) "It (site #5) provides the best
opttons for parking and traffic."
Our program will be severely
affected by the increase of traffic
and student flow. We will be in the
backyard of the dorms, which means
that the safety of ourselves and the
students living there will be jeopardized.

(3) "That site #5 has sufficient
space."
This site is taking 10 acres away
from an academic program.
(4) That site #5 is "cost effective."
The displacement of this academic program is costing the University
$30,000 to $50,000. On the surface
this seems to be a lesser cost when
compared to the $100 000 renovations of the soccer f i~lds needed
to ~onvert the wetlands. Yet, we
believe that there are hidden costs
that haven't been addressed, such
as the cost_ of renovating the
wetlands of site #5. Haaland wishes
to make this site "safe and secure"
yet he hasn't directly addressed the
costs of utilities, lighting and
pathways.
We believe that Gordon Haaland' s decision to override the
recommendation of the Ad Hoc
committee disregards the term
Democracy. Haaland has used his
power to it's full advantage. We,
as students, no longer have a say
in what happens to the school that
we pay large sums of money to go
to.
,
A committee of 12 people, chosen
by Gordon Haalafild himself unanimously voted against site #5 .for
reasons that they believed valid.
Gordon Haaland ignored their
recommendations and pacified the
committee with commendation on
their "excellent work."
The function of the committee
basically served only one minute
purpose: to please those who had
opposed this process from the start.
Haa_land never intended to give
us a .fair shake. It's obvious that the
uproar over his tactics caused him
to form the Ad Hoc committee last
semester. What is it going to take
to drag him down this time?
What will it take to be listened
to and not just heard?
The 1988-89 Instructors Class
Animal Science 653-654 Teaching
Equitation

Dorm II
To the Edicor:
Student apathy is often cited as
a problem here in the UNH cam pus. I think that the administration
is partly responsible for this problem. Students have learned that the
Administration listens to their
concerns only when it suits their
purpose.
I use the example of the controversy over where to locate the new
dormatory complex. It was an nounced last fall that a new dormicory facility would be built where
the equestrian cross-country course
presently stands. I, along with many
other people, was upset at this, not
only beqwse it had a major impact
on academic programs, but also
because nobody involved with
affected programs was consulted
before the decision was made . I
decided to get involved with this
issue. I attended meetings, wrote
letters to the trustees, and phoned
people to inform them what was
happening and to ask for their
support.
The Administration listened (or
so I thought) to the furor and
decided to suspend the decision and
appoint an ad hoc committee to
re~valuate all _t~e sites. I was happy
wtth that decision. The committee
represented many sectors of the
University and I was prepared to
accept thetr decision, even if it was
a site I didn't agree with. I felt I
had _acc?mplished something by
gettmg mvolved.
The Ad Hoc Site Review Committee met and reviewed all the sites
originally considered for the new
housing facility. They held a public
fo~um a~d listened to what people
said. Fmally, they made their
decision and submitted it to President Haaland. The Committee
recommended site 1-A, which is
located behind Snively Arena.
This past Monday President
Haaland announced that the new
dormitory complex would be located
at site 5, the original site announced
in the fall. He seemingly ignored
the Committee's recommendation.
I feel that it was never the Administration's intention to use the Ad
Hoc Committee's recomendations.
The Committee's purpose was co
~ppease p~ople, not to actually be
mvolved m the decision-making
process.
I wonder why President Haaland
even made the effort co form the
Committee? I a_lso wonder why I
bothered to get mvolved, obviously
my efforts had no effect on the
de~is~on. Why should I express my
opm10n to the Administraion? If
it does not agree with their ideas
it will just be ignored.
The Administration knows what
~t wants, and in this case they got
it. Congratulations.
Sincerely,
Jean L. Robertson
Junior
Vocational-Technical Adult Ed.

Dorm /-JI
To the Editor:
A widely held belief concerning
the siting of undergraduate student
housing at the University of New
Hampshire is that the major'objection to President Haaland's
~hosen site (site 5) is its negative
impact on the equestrian cross
country course. A greatly overlooked fact is that the Ad Hoc Site
Review Committee's unanimous
rejection fo site 5 had nothing to
do with the cross country course.
As a matter of fact, the committee
report clearly states that the course ... "could be relocated in other
wooded areas near the horticulture
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~as no facilities master plan or
mtegrated academ ic master plan.
In other words, the academic ramifications of permanent changes
in land use ANYWHERE west of
the railroad tracks on numerous
agricultural and athletic programs
has not yet been determined.
· President Haaland is correct in
stating that the campus will grow
west of the tracks, and that some
agricultural programs will be displaced. I accept that. However, as
the Ad Hoc Committee accurately
realized, some agricultural programs are far more easily moved
than others. Research and graduate
student-based farms and animal
programs have a much better
chance of successfully surviving a
move to the periphery of the
campus or to a closely affiliated spot
than do undergraduate teachingbased programs. However, even
these programs have to have some
place to move to. Until that "some.place" is determined as part of an
~ntegrated academic master plan,
it makes no sense to exclude and
enti:e qu~drant of campus from
considerauon. President Haaland' s
selection of site 5 does exactly that.
It changes the character of an entire
quadrant of campus from agricultural to residential. It is more than
a "site selection" - it is a significant
MASTER PLAN decision. For one
person to make such a unilateral
far reaching decision PRIOR TO
hiring a master planner is arrogant
and irresponsible.
In President Haaland's written
decision of February 20, 1989, he
states that "the responsibility of
th_e President is not only to deal
wtth the day-to-day issues, but to
:emain sensitive to the long-term
impact of our current decisions."
Actions, however, speak louder than
words, and President Haaland's
action to use site 5 totally contradicts ~is stated concern for longterm impacts of current decisions.
The negative impact'of devoting
over 10 acres in site 5 to student
housing will not be realized immediately ~providing the cross country
course is re-routed). However, 10
years from now when another site
selection committee is pressured
to add additional housing, parking,
and academic buildings west of the
rail~oad tracks, and when they
realize that such expansion will
necessitate relocating the entire
eq1:1ine scien_ces program, they will
qu1ekly realize that this particular
pr~gram can not survive (because
of its undergraduate teaching base)
if it is moved off campus. At that
point they will surely ask why this
was not realized in 1989 when that
quadrant of campus was changed ·
from agricultural to residential.
Unfortunately, neither President
Haaland nor the current members
of the Board of Trustees who
endorse the selection of site 5 will
be around to answer that question.
Perhaps they should provide us with
an answer now, so that we can save
it for that committee 10 years from
now.

William A. Condon
Professor and Chairperson
Department of Animal and
Nutritional Sciences

Dorm IV

To the Editor:
· September 1988 President Haaland selects the reservoir site west
of A lot as the site for a 600-bed
dormitory complex.
. October 1988 Public outcry causes
President Haaland to form an ad
hoc site review committee to "review all possible sites for the new
student housing project and to
reco~mend to him the most appropnate and most suitable site."
December 1988 Ad hoc site
fa_rm or other adjacent spaces review committee recommends a
site next to the Undergraduate
without harming the program."
Apartment Complex and unanimWhy, then, did the committee
reject site 5? Site 5 (or 5-7) was ously votes not to recommend the
reiected because use of that site at reservoir site west of A \ot.
February 20, 1989 President
this time for ANY new construction, especially any non- Haaland selects' the reservoir site
agriculturally related construction, west of A lot as the site for a 600severely limits or precludes future bed dormitory complex.
uses of that entire quadrant of
campus. This is particularly true
at this time becuase the__11niversity

Letter continued
on page 30
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I SHOR~~- (continued from page 31)
women's ice hockey team is back
in iaction. Head Coach Russ
Mcieurdy had suspended the
entli re squad last Thursday after
a joor outing against rival
Providence College. However,
after a team meeting the following the night, the coach
reinstated the squad.
"I think we understand that
thfre was too much overconfid~nce that effected our mental
effprt. We have set high standarcjis and we have to maintain
th~ necessary effort," said
MKurdy.
rr'he squad next sees action
in ,e xhibition matches when they
host the New Brunswick Jaguars
on Saturday at 3:30 p.m: a _n d

Sunday at 11 :00 a.m. McCurdy
feels the games will be a "good
warm-up" for his team.
After that the Lady 'Cats will
look to the ECAC Hockey Tour-.
nament to be held March 4 at
Providence College. UNH will
take on the Huskies of Northeastern.
Last night the Boston Celtics
traded guard Danny Ainge and
forward Brad Lohaus to the
Sacramento Kings for backup
center Joe Klein and power
forward Ed Pinckney. The move
was made in an effort to relieve
, the pressure Kevin McHale and
Robert .Parish have been under
up front in the trenches due to
the absense of Larr Bird.

Letters
Make no mistake. This is no small
decision the president has made.
This is a slap to the integrity and
future of this university so bold that
it will resound for years to come.
The decision to build a housing
complex on the reservoir site to
the west of A lot is only the
beginning of an as yet unwritten
development plan for UNH's "new
west campus." As such, it is the most
momentous public policy decision
at UNH in over a decade. Our
president has made this decision
without us. What he has done is
wrong. He has made a mockery of
committee authority and public
participation on this campus.
This is our land. The university
is not ·on-e man's kingdom to
develop as he will without a master
plan in place. The university is a
community -- of students, faculty,
staff, alumni and parents. This
community, in the form of hundreds
of letters, phone calls, petitions,
newspaper interviews and testimony at public meetings, raised its
collective voice and spoke an emphatic "no" to the residential
development of the reservoir site
west of A lot.
This community, embodied by
members of the ad hoc site review
committee, unanimously voted not
to recommend the reservoir site.
The committee, broadly representative of university interests, spent
· hours and hours sifting through
volumes of information, meeting
with affected parties, and obtaining
public input through the open
forum. The committee's major
reason for eliminating the reservoir
site was the impact that residential
facilities would have on master
planning, academic expansion, and
facilities development. In other
words, once that 10 acre site is
developed for residential use, it will
always be in residential use. Once
land is developed, it is developed
forever.
Our campus will grow. The area
to the west of the railroad tracks
is the last prime developable area
close to campus. At issue, however,
is not whether the campus will
expand to the west of the railroad
track~, but who will decide when,
where and what is developed. Such
an important decision should not
take place prior to the development
of a university master plan.
If this community sits back now
and lets this decision stand, we will
forever feel the repercussions. We
cannot, in good conscience, let the
matter drop. The university community does have a vision of its
future -- but it may very well not
be the one proposed by our current
president.
This university is our resource
to be wisely used and. cultivated for
our future. We have a responsibility
to, once again, look at our president
in the eye and say "no." If we do
not, one thing is certai'n. This
university will never again be ours.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Hayden
Class of '79

Swim Marathon

~Mer:1 s Mtn,QrYolleyball

· Dorm V

To the Editor:
On Monday, February 20, President Haaland announced his choice
for a new housing site. His reasons
given showed a complete lack of
foresight towards the future of the
University.
When President Haaland formed
his Ad Hoc site review committee
last semester, it was to review the
available housing sites and make
a recommendation. These people
met at least four hours a week for
eight weeks to access all options.
They looked at all possible factors
to find what they considered to be
the best choice.
The committee chose two sites,
one in Snively field with a secondary
site by Christensen and Williamson
Halls. President Haaland ignored
these recommendations and chose
a site specifically not recommended
by the Ad Hoc committee. The
committee's interim report stated,
"The committee unanimously voted
not to recommend the site behind
A-lot, near the Old Reservoir. The
major reason for eliminating this
site is the impact that residence
facilities (which generally define
the campus perimeter) would have
on strategic planning, academic
expansion, and facilities development." To ignore such a strong
recommendation against a site is
obviously irresponsible.
If we, as concerned members of
this community, allow President

·~
Students - Men
~
Justin Ayer - 560 laps
Robert Kalewicz - 350 laps i(
(two or more goals)
i(
St udents - Women
Nichole Stoykovich - McLord I
Brooke Peterso~ - 1047 laps i(
Kurt Jones _ Acacia LYC
i(
(new womens record)
Roger Souza - Rebels on ice
•
,
~
Kelly Tharaldson - 895 laps~
~Men S MaJOr Volleyball John Ragazio _ Alpha Zeta
""P'
Faculty/Staff - Men
Delta/Pi Kappa Alpha
i( J. 0'. C. Defenders
Randy Schroeder - 763 laps i(
Paul Kearney_ AKAK/Sigma
i( 2. Pike A
Burgess Doherty - 530 laps i(
Iota Sigma
3. SAE Spikers
Fac~lty/St aff - Women i(
lnnertubeWater Polo
i(
Lome Buchanan - 312 laps i(
~ Fq_culty/Staff Basketball J. Zimmermans
i(
Carol Rob;rts - 196 laps
2. Wombats
~ J. Full Spectrum
Womens Volleyball ~
3. Acacia 3rd Floor
i( 2. The Dreamers
""P'
l. 0. C. Tashikara's
4. Sigma Beta Team 3
i( 3. TCB
i(
2. Chi-0 2
5. Floaters
i( 4. Terps
i(
5. Wild MPs
Jllf'" 1. Milwaukee s Best

)t 2. Sacket Death Thrashers
i( 3. Hunter Supreme Court
i( 4. Lord Legends
i( 5. Willi~mson Original '69ers

Broomball Honor Roll

1'

aa an to contmue actmg wit out
regard to the future of this University then this University will
have no future.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Rand

Respect
To the Editor:
I would like to bring to your
attention an incident which I had
the displeasure of witnessing in the
3A bus to Dover (Tuesday, 2 :05
route). After I boarded the bus, as
we were about to pull away from
the bus stop, a man with some sort
of mental handicap approached the
bus and politely asked if it was the
Portsmouth bus. The driver looked
annoyed - the answer was obvious
to most of us. He bluntly said, "No,
Dover." The man again asked if the
bus was going to Portsmouth and
the driver became impatient and
irritated. He raised his voice and
repeated himself, then rolled his
eyes. The man rurned away, with
a look of dismay on his face .
Obviously, it was nor the first time
he had been treated so coldly and
disrespectfully. I felt very, very sad
for the man; then angry at the
driver, but I did not say anything
because I did not want to cause a
disturbance.
I know that Karivan takes a lot
of pride in their drivers and expects
that their passengers are treated
with respect and courtesy. I hope
you will direct this letter to this
driver, and I hope he rec·o gnizes
his action as one that can be learned

e
ro . ay e e
man next t irne he sees him (? !) ,
feeling the need to change his
unsympathetic behavior.
Thank you for taking the time
to read and consider this letter. I
will continue to support Karivan
in its efforts to help UNH become
a more understanding and indescriminate community.
Sincerely,
Arny Sabaka
P.S. This letter has been sent to The
New Hampshire with the hopes
of reminding others that it is of
great importance the way in which
we treat others. We all have handicaps. Some of us have the ability
to change them. Words can be very
harmful cools if not handled with
care.

Hockey

us an t rearene to t row t e
whole row out and tell Mike not
to let us back in. We still do not
know who Mike is. We do not care.
The point is that we show up at
every game and support our team, ·
and at every game we are vocal.
We're the ones that throw the fish.
We even play the cowbell. We just
want to have a good time, and for
everyone to have a good time. It
picks up the ream. They like to hear
us behind them. But I guess UNH
police would not understand that.
I guess they do not understand what
team support is about. When was
the last time they told people,at
a basketball or football game to keep
it down? It has happened many
times to us.
We know what we are doing, and
we know that we have the support
of the team. We are sick of taking
a hard time from the law enforcement society of UNH. Please, all
we ask is that you let us be; and let
us do what we are good at.
Saturday night is the last night
UNH plays a home game for UNH,
the last home game for the 'seniors
like Shields, Horner, Prachar,
Bourdrea and Dorval. We hope that
everyone goes to the game and
wishes the team luck into the
players. Support your team!
The front row club,
Chris Walsh
Clim Gordon
Matt Howard
Mike Boboshko
John Perkins

To the Editor:
Let's set things srrajght. We've
all seen UNH play better hockey
than they did Tuesday night. But
one rhin:g was wrong with the game:
the officiating. Now in our opinions
we got shafted, and bad. But the
thing that really got us was not the
officiating, but our so-called "security."
During the second period of the
game, after a terrible call against
a player from UNH, we started a
chant against the Ref in which we
said "Bunyan sucks." Let's face it,
he did. lrnmediatlely after, a University police officer approach~d _ P.S. You still sucked, Bunyan.

If you care, take the time to listen.

-

Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession?
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech,
language and hearing disorders.
.Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers
two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both
programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association.
You '11 have the opportunity to gain practical experience in
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions.
.
Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.
Call(617)437-2708, orwriteGraduateSchool, Boston-Bouve
College ofH.iman Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115. :Oec<',use some people's problems are worth listening to.

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.
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GYmnas ts soar
past _Vermon t

The women's gymnastic team looked picture perfect Monday night as they set a new scoring
record while defeating Vermont. (Tony Cafaro photo)

fBoQQS~I)8d~rieWS'~lOwrSOxJ
By Brian Brady
Co-sports editor
Well, the repercussions from
the Wade Boggs-Margo Adams
fatal attraction article in Penthouse are rolling in. Seems that
the horny third baseman had
some serious kinky habits. Since
this is a family paper and Wade
Boggs is anything but a family
man, to get more details pick
up the March addition of Penthouse for more gruesome Wade
Boggs-Margo Adams sexcapades.
But Adams made some explosive accusations about what
Boggs has said about his teammates. According to Adams,
Boggs said of Jim Rice: "He
thinks he is white." He also
called Clemens "Mr. Perfect"
and, according to Adams, Boggs
is selfish to the deg S0 >where
he does not care whether the
team wins or loses but how
many hits he pounds out. Adams
said Boggs called Lou Gorman
a "selfish bastard" and set Bob
Stanley up with a stripper in
a "Delta Force" situation where
Stanley would appear to be
cheating on his wife. Believe
me, there is much more; however, this paper does not have
the space to devote to any more
Wade trash.
Boggs denies everything, but
then would you expect him to
admit to making these comments? He bas caused the organization aQd the players endless humiliation, and to top it
h
Id
II
no
to ave
, wou forarpear
aremorse
he has
;the trouble
quescaused. Whdn answering

tions on the :subject, he usually
brushes them off with a smile
and accuses the media of picking
on him. Boggs, flaunting his I.Q.
of 12 around, has failed to
understand that if he could have
kept his pants on while on the
road the whole situation would
have been avoided. When he is
not blaming the media, Adams,
or the tough life of being a ball
player on the road for the
problem, he makes the pseudoFreudian analysis that while
watching Geraldo Rivera he
discovered that he is the victim
of a sex disease. Gee, that sounds
really convincing.
When Boggs talks about himself, he does so in the third
person, which leads one to
conclude that he is his own
biggest fan. Trash, oops, I mean
Oil Can Boyd already uses the
third person when addressing
himself. The Red Sox do not
need anymore head cases after
Boyd, because he truly needs full
time psychological attention.
Perhaps the solution would be
to rent a ski house somewhere
in the Yukon which Boyd and
Boggs could share, and perhaps
they could also allow Irving
Fryar and Bill Lee to join in on
the fun. Deep in the Yokon,
with NO outside communication.
The best solution, however,
would be to trade Boggs and get
what they can for him while he
still has value (rumor has it that
there are teams in the hunt for
a singles hitting third baseman
· h a sex d'isease ) . T o t h ose
wit
of you who feel Wade Boggs is

instrumental to the Red Sox you
obviously do not watch many
baseball games. Boggs is unquestionably the most self-centered
egotistical ballplayer to be seen
in these parts in ages. Last year,
during the pennant race, when
he was told to sacrifice bunt by
Joe Morgan in the late innings
of a crucial game against Cleveland, he did not because he
obviously wanted to improve
his average at the cost of the
team. He swung and missed and
the runner (Randy Kutcher) on
first was thrown our trying to
steal. The Sox went on to lose
the game by one run.
Someday Wade Boggs will be
inducted into the Hall of Fame,
there is almost no question of
that. However, Boggs will probably be the only-one to attend
the ceremony, unless, of course,
he meets a 20 year old women
on the way to the ceremony and
brings her with him. One thing
is for sure, on the plaque that
contains his name and career
statistics will be no mention of
a World Series victory.
Th_e front line pitcher or
power hitter the Red Sox could
acquire for Boggs would help
the team more then he ever
could. How about Boggs for
Mark Langston? Wade Boggs
is a selfish egotistical backstabber who believes the tail can
wag the dog and he can run the
Red Sox. He has shamed the
team, offended the fans and is
leading to the downfall of New
England's most beloved item,
the Red Sox. It 1·s t1·me to trade
Wade Boggs.
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By Liisa Reimann
The UNH gymnastics team
set another new school record
when they beat the University
of Vermont, 183 .5-176.15 on
Monday night.
"It was fun to get a new high
score," said Coach Gail Goodspeed, who was especially pleased
with juniors Betsy Anderson,
Denise Brackesy, Kim Fuller
and Dina Peterson. "A few were
out with injuries last year, and
it's great to see them really
coming back strong," she said.
"We are working on meLhods
of team cohesiveness," said
Goodspeed, adding that one
thing which makes the UNH
team strong is the fact that
members are simultaneously
competitive and supportive of
each other.
Lori Brady won the vault and
tied the record 9.60 she had set
in Saturday's meet against the
University of Rhode Island.
- Kelly Marks also vaulted well
and placed second, although
Goodspeed felt she deserved
better than the 9 .15 awarded.
Betsy Anderson tied for third
place with UVM's Noel Brachman with a 9.15.
On the parallel bars, UNH
again took the top three spots.
"Kelly has gotten her routine
back," said Goodspeed,referring
to Mark's winning score of 9.35 .
Close behind were Anderson
with 9.25 and Brady with 9.20.
"We had only one minor break,
(but overall) the whole team
is hitting," said Goodspeed.
The balance beam saw a few
wobbles, but for the first time
Coach Goodspeed saw what she
has been looking for in this
event. "Tonight they fought to

stay on," said a very pleased
Goodspeed. Patty Converse
repeated her superb perfor mance of the last meet, taking
first place with an impressive
9.40. UVM's Brooke Taft placed
second with 9.25, but Wildcat
Kelly Marks stopped any further
placings for UVM by finishing
third with a 9.20.
UVM did not have a chan0e
on the floor exercise. UNH took
the top six spots in the event,
scoring a team high of 46.40
points. First place fi:iisher
Marks looked radiant throughout her routine, which conveyed
her sense of humor to the crowd
and earned her a 9.45. Anderson
and Brady also performed superbly, with close scores of 9.35
and 9.30.
The Wildcats shut UVM out
of the all-around by again taking
the top three spots. Brady won
with 37.20, while Marks and
Anderson scored 37.15 and
36.65 respectively.
Goodspeed was especially
pleased with the team's depth,
which allowed her to purposely
rest Susie Quinlan and Diane
Aubut, two of their top women,
and put in others.
There was a fairly large crowd
cheering and encouraging both
teams. Whenever there was a
miss, they supported the gymnasts with an inspiring burst
of applause, gaving the gymnasts a boost. "The support at
home meets is great, it really
does help the ·performance,"
said Goods peed.
The next home meet will be
on Thursday, March 9, at 7:00
p.m. in the Lundholm Gymnasium against Temple University.

Sports shorts
By Mike Stinson
While measles have not invaded the UNH campus, that
does not mean the Wildcat
men's basketball team has not
felt their effects. The squad has
alreadr had two games postponed due to the virus.
An outbreak ·of the disease
recently appeared on the campus of Siena. Soon afterward it
was discovered at Hartford as
well. This forced Saturday'_s
Siena game to be postponed ~ad
Wednesday's contest with Hartford t? be rescheduled to T~rday mght. The game was th~n
postponed ~ntirely when., otje
of Hartford's players was ~tscovered to have the disease. he
New Hampshire Division of/
Public Health Services requested that Hartford not come in
order to prevent the disease
from entering the state.
UNH has not been the only
uninfected school to be hit with
this problem. North Atlantic
Conference (NAC) teams Northeastern, Brooklyn College,
Colgate and Maine have all been
forced to postpone matches with
Siena. Adding to the problem
is the news that a case of measles
has also been discovered at
Niagara.
In response to the problem
· the athletic directors from
around the NAC will meet in
_ Boston today at 11 :00 to decide
what to do about the situation.

The ADs are faced with the
problem of what to do about the
games which have been postponed. They must also decide
how to deal with fans. Siena and
Hartford will have to play the
remainder of home contests
without fans in the stands. Only
players, coaches, trainers and
the media will be allowed to
view the games. This option is
also being considered for away
games which involve these two
schools.
The upcoming conference
tournament is another matter
of concern. Hartford was scheduled to host the tourney but
the outbreak may change things.
The University of Maine would
not even be able to attend if
things are not altered. Maine
state health codes prohibit the
team from playing in an area
which has been hit by the virus
for at least 26 days.
In the meantime, UNH will
try to get on with the season.
The Wildcats will face the
Vermont Catamcmnt.', this Saturday at 1:00 in D~ ham, in a
disease free matchup. The Siena
contest has also been tentatively
scheduled for Monday at 4:30,
however fans will not be allowed
at this contest.
In other sp<?rts news , the

SHORTS p.30
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Sports
Hock ey blank ed
by BU Terri ers
-

r

By Ward D. Fraser
Teams in all sports, at all
levels, tend to slack off after
securing a spot in the playoffs,
but if the men's hockey team
lets up any more, they might
as well not show up. The 'Cats
were shutout 4-0 Tuesday night,
as they were totally outskated
by the visiting Boston U niversity Terriers.
It was the first shutout against
the 'Cats at Snively since March
4, 1970, when Clarkson's Bruce
Bulloch stymied the 'Cats with
23 saves. The two-time AllAmerican goalie , who was
coached by the current Hockey
East league winner Len Ceglarski of Boston College, also shutout the Wildcats 4-0.
The game was summed up
very well by UNH freshman
Dominic Amodeo, "It was the
worst game we played all year."
This statement could be backed
up by any of the 1,585 silent
Snively fans. The game started
well for the 'Cats when BU's
Mike Sullivan was called for
hooking a 1:52 of the opening
period. New H ampshire had a
two-man advantage just one
minute later as Mark Krys cross
checked Tim Shields in front
of BU goalie Peter Fish.
The Wildcats had great puck
movement on the power play,
always seeming to find an open
man. But passes rarely score
goals. Shots score goals and the
'Cats seemed to look for che
absolute perfect pass instead
off iring a few shots into the
crowd in front for a rip in or a
possible rebound. UNH could
manage just two shots on Fish
during the three minute advantage.
BU got on the board at 15:45
of the fi~st period. Ron Tren_tini

:
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intercepted an errant pass by
the New Hampshire defense
and fed linemate Peter Headon
who beat UNH goalie Pat
Morrison. The 'Cats had their
chances and one of the best came
at 2:52 with New Hampshire
on a three on two breakout.
Amodeo dropped a pass to a
wide open Chris Grassie, but
the defenseman fired a shot over
the cage.
The Terriers put some fierce
pressure on Morrison in the last
three minutes of the first period.
The pressure paid off with 0:44
seconds remaining. BU' s leading
scorer, Mike Kelfer, was allowed
to walk in alone twice on Morrison, with the goalie stoning
him both times, but David
Tomlinson collected the rebound of the second shoe and
put BU up 2-0 .. Both Fish and
~orrison had thirteen saves in
che period.
BU continued to outskate the
home team in the second period.
Pat Morrison came up with
some big saves early in the
period as the 'Cats defense
allowed BU's forwards far too
much room to maneuver. One
big factor chat the Terriers
controlled from stare to finish
was faceoffs. The 'Cats were
constantly on the defensive due
to their ineffective faceoff men.
BU made it 3-0 at 7:14 of the
second period. Mike Sullivan
dumped the puck into UNH's
zone to the right of Morrison.
·The puck bounced off the back
board and came out front. Neither Morrison nor defensemen
Chris Grassie could decide what
to do with the puck, so BU's
Shawn McEachern decided for
them as he fired the loose puck
into the left-hand corner.
The teams played evenly for
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Boston University's goalkeeper
shut out UNH Tuesda . Wa ne
the next few minutes, untif "the
call." Referee Ned Bunyon made
quite possibly the worst call this
writer has ever seen. BU's Peter
Headon grabbed Dave Aiken
by the leg and held the left
winger at the red line. Trying
to free himself, Aiken pushed
Headon ro the ice and was called
for roughing. A poor call compared ro what J3unyon let go.
The 'Cats still had their
chances, but could not capitalize.
Ste·v e Horne r had a golden
chance in front, but the puck
bounced over his· stick, then Jeff
Lazaro mishit the rebound.
Things were not going well for
the 'Cats. "The puck didn't go
our way," said Lazaro. "We had
our chances, but couldn't do
anything with them." ·
BU ended the scoring at 16:49
of the second period, as Sullivan
knocked in a rebound from a
Shawn McEachern shot.
had . a few opporThe
r: 'Cats
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Shots like this were not enough to save the women's basketball team. NU toppled the 'Cats
·
.
67-63. (LizMoultonph~to)

kept the puck in front of himself all night when the Terriers
.
La orte hoto
~
but
tunities in the final period,
■
the puck was not going their way
Tuesday ?-ight. "We've let down
•
a lot since we made the
I
playoffs," said Lazaro, "but I
think we're going to surprise
people in che end."
The 'Cats final home game
'
is this Saturday against league
~hamps, Bos~on College. ~he
Cats end their season against
Northeastern at Matthew's Arena on the 28th. New Hampshire will face either Northeastern or Providence in the first
round of the playoffs next Friday
-----------~
or Saturday.
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Wildc ats drop
one to Husk ies
By Naomi Elvove
Northeastern University
needed a big victory Wednesday
night over the Lady 'Cats baske!ball team in order to qualify
for the Seaboard Conference
playoffs. UNH, on the other
hand, already had the second
place spot locked up. This
combination contributed to a
67-63 upset victory for the
Huskies.
The loss for the 'Cats did not
alter the playoff picture, but it
did drop the team to a 10-3
conference record and a 16-9
overa_ll record with one game
ro go.
According to assistant coach
Karen Pinkos, UNH played a
great game, but lost it due to
the low percentage of made free
throws. The team averaged 41
percent in the whole game, and
only 3 3 percent in the second
half, down considerably from
the season average of over 66
percent. Also, NU had more
motivation for the win, because
a loss could have knocked them
out of postseason play.
The Wildcats' strategy
against the Huskies was to
contain their tough penetration.
NU has a tendency to make
quick drives that throw off their
opponents, so defense was
UNH'~ key to success. This

strategy kept the 'Cats ahead,
though not by a great deal,
throughout most of the game.
UNH closed out the first half
with a 26-24 lead, and maintained a similar lead for much
of the second half.
The 'Cats downfall came at
the point when the game began
to get very exciting. With about
five minutes left on the clock
NU three-point star Amy Ma~
linar~c sunk her fifth 'trey' of
the rnght and the Huskies pulled
ahead. After this the lead went
back and forth, but due to some
missed free throws at crunch
time, the Wildcats found themselves at the short end of the
score at the buzzer.
Despite the loss, senior cocaptain Kris Kinney played an
outstanding game, pulling down
a career high 17 reboundsand
scoring 35 points. Also contributing to the cause was junior
Deb Dorsch, who skillfully
tallied 12 points, 7 boards and
6 assists. Sophomore Julie Don•
Ion added two three-pointers
to her career record of 47 and
came up with six steals.
The 'Cats face the University
of Maine ( 12-1 conference record), the number one team in
the conference, on Sunday at
2:00 p.m. The game will be
televised on Channel 6 from
Orono. ·

